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WITNESS STATEMENTS

A. TASK ASSIGNMENT

The Apollo 204 Review Board establishedthe Witness Statements Panel, 12. The task assigned

foraccomplishment ofPanel 12 was prescribedasfollows:
An orderly process to collectall data from witnesses(includeseye witnessesas well as con-

sole monitors).This includesa determination of who to interview,arranging for competent people

to conduct the interviews,recording data, and collectingitinto a form suitablefor publication

as an appendix to the formal report.Included also in thistalcsisan analysisof the pertinentse-

quence of events as reported by the bulk of the witnessestogether with a summary of that testi-

mony which iscontradictoryto the main data.

B. PANEL ORGANIZATION

1. MEMBERSHIP
The assigned task was accomplished by the fOllowing members of the Witness Statements Panel:

Mr. N0rbert B. Vaughn, Manned SpaCecraft Center, (MSC), NASA, Chairmart

Mr..J.J. O'Donnell, Kennedy Space Center, (KSC), NASA
Mr.. C. B. Netherton, Kennedy. Space Center, (KSC), NASA

Mr. H. F. Blackwood,.Headquarters, NASA

Lt. Col. J. W. Rawers, U. S. Air Eorce
Mr. C.J. McNanara, North American Aviation, (NAA), Kennedy Space Center (KSC)

2. COGNIZANT BOARD MEMBER
Colonel Charles F. Strang, U. S. Air Force, Board Member, was assigned to monitor the Witness

Statements Panel.

C. PROCEEDINGS

I. OBJECTIVES
a. To collect all data through written statements and taped interviews from:

(1) Eye Wimesses
(2) All other personnel who had access to Launch Complex (LC) 34 during the test

(3) All monitoring personnel at:
(a) The Launch Complex 34 Blockhouse
(b) The Acceptance Checkout Equipment (ACE).Control Rooms.in the Manned .Spacecraft,

Operations Building (MSOB)
(c) All the other observation or recording stations where audio or television (TV) monitoring

was available.

(4) Other personnel as required by the Board
(5) Volunteers of pertinent information that were not contacted in (1), (2), (3), or (4) above.

b. To construct a sequence of events from the bulk of witness reports and to update this infor-

mation on a timely basis for use by the Review Board and other Panels.
c. To identify the pertinent inconsistent or contradictory statemems to the main data as presented

in 5. Ojbective (b).
d. To summarize the pertinent information for use by the Review Board and other Panels.

e. To prepare the statements in proper form for publication as Appendix B to the Final Report.

2. INTRODUCTION
For use as general information and orientation are Enclosures 12-1 through 12-5, which are drawn

approximately to scale. Enclosure 12-1 is a simulated aerial view of Launch Complex (LC) 34. En-
closure 12-2 shows the Service Structure elevators and the Umbilical Tower el_cator on LC 34. At

the time of the incident, the LTmbilical Tower elevator (450 feet per minute capability) was held at
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the top of the tower in amicipation of the schedule "egress" exercise. The Service Structure elevators
were programmed as follows for this test:

No. I (Northeast) - 200 feet per minute, capable of being stopped at every level

No. 2 (Northwest) . 100 feet per minute, capable of being stopped at every level

No. 3 (Southwest). 200 feet per minute, capable Of being stopped at every level

No. 4 (Southeast) - 450 feet per minute, capable of being stopped at every level

The Pedestal elevator (65 fpm capability) is a hydraulic lift type platform that rises tO the 27' foot

level. Encldsure 12-3 is a plan view of adjustable level 8 (A-8) at LC 34. Enclosure 12-4 is -_ plan

view of adjustable level 7 (A-7) at LC 34. The overlays in Enclosures 12-3 and 12-4 show the position
of the eye witnesses at the time Of the incident. On the Enclosures 12-2, 12-3, and 12-4 are arrows

indicating the direction North and mt assm_ed North. The assumed North is a Kennedy Space Center
common prhcticc used for t,ase Of locating items relative to the Service Structure axes. Witness statc-

titents make use of this in describing their existing the Structure on t'levators after th¢_ incident. En-

closure. 12-5 is a sit,etch of the C.ollnlland Module, White Room, Egress Acces's Arm, and Umbilical.
Tower elevator, showing the egress route of astronauts oix LC 34.

3. INVESTIGATION

Investigation by the \Vitness Statement Panel was initiated ,]amm*5'.31, 1967 when the Panel re-

ceived nine (9) miscellant_ous written statement_ and twenty-six (26) "eye-witness" statements from the

NASA-KSC Security Office, These were written or tap.cd statements obtained the evening of the Apollo

204 incident. At the same time, twchxty-one (21) Pan American World Airwasy (PAA) employee wit-

ness statements were received from the Air Force Eastern Tt_t Range (AFI'TR) Representative to the
Board.

4. OBJECTIVE A

Panel objective a (Collection of Data) was accomplished by _,,,ntacting the contractors and agencies

involved in the test operations, Those contacted were either "eye-witnesses", or television (TV) or
audio monitors of the incident. ,.'x totai of eighteen (18) agencies or contractors were contacted (See

General File for list). There were responses for 590 people with 572.written statements and forth (40)
recorded statelnents. Sitxce some witnesses submitted nlore thatx one written statcnlellt or were inlet'-
viewed twice, a total of 612 statements was obtained.

5. OBJECTIVE 14

Panel 12 objective b (Sequence of Events) was accomplished as shown below, and by the Review

Board Couns/'l as showu in Enclosure. 12-6. Enclosure 12-(i is a detailed narrative descriptiou of the.
events. The sequence of events briefly li,sted herein was established frotn the bulk of the witni's,'_ stat¢,_
tl:chlts.

SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FROM WITNESS STATEMENTS

Betwee..t time 6:31:t)0 p.nt. EST to

6:31.15 p.m. I,_1"

Evems:

The: Witue_es in I.aunch Vehicle

Aft Int,'rstage. l.evel .\-2:
Feh two definite rocking or shaking tllovemetlts of vehicle

seconds prior to "'Fire" report. Uulike vihratiott,¢ exper-

ienced in past froll _,vittd, ¢'tlgint" gitul_alling or et|uiptncut
input.

Witnesses on l.evrls

A7 & .\8.
lleard "Fire" and'or "'Fire in Cockpit" tr,|nsmi,_,fiolts
l leard Itlllf_let| explosion, then D,;'o loud whooshes of cs,

taping gas (or explosive releases).

tlhserved flalllt,_ jet frol|t ;iround edge of (]otnfnalld

Module _,lnd under _'ttite Ro¢lfn.
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TV MonitOrs:

Between time 6:31:15 p.m. EST to

6:33 p.m. EST ,

Witnesses on Levels A-7

& A-8:

TV Monitors:

Between time 6:33 p.m. ESq" to

6:37 p.m. EST

Between time-6:37 p.m. EST to

6:45 p.m. EST

Between time 6:45 p.m. EST,
9 EST,January 27, 1967 to ,:00 a.m.

January 28, l.t_i7

Heard "Fire" and/or "Fire in Cockpit" transmi_iom.

Observed astronaut helmet, arm, and back movements;

increase of light in Spacecraft window, and tongue-like

flame pattern within Spacecraft.
Observed flame progressing from lower left corner of

window to upper right, then spreading flame filled win-

dow, burning around hatch openings, lower portion of

Command Module, and cables.

Repeated attempts to penetrate White Room for egress
action. Fought fires on Command Module, Service Mod-

ule, and in White Room area.

Observed smoke and fire on Level A-8.

Progressive reduction of visibility of Spacecraft hatch on
TV monitor due to inereas.e of smoke.

Repeated attempts to remove hatch and reach crew.
Continued fire-fighting on Levels A-,' and A-8 in White

Room.

Spacecraft Boost Protective Cover (BPC) removed by

NAA personnel J. D. Cleaves and D. O. Babbitt.

Spacecraft outer (Ablative) hatch removed by NAA per-

sonne; J. W. Hawkins, L. D. Reece, and S. B. Clem-

mons. Spacecraft Inner hatch opened and pushed down

inside by NAA personne! J. w. ttawkins, L. D. Reece,
and S. B. Clemmons at ;_pproximately 6:36:30 p.m.

EST. No visual inspection of Spacecraft inter'lot po_ible
due to heat and smc.ke. No _igns of life.

Extinguish remains of fir-'s. Fire anti Medical support

arrive.

Fireman J. A. Butch, .]r. and NAA Technician W. M.
Medcalf removed the Spacecraft Inner hatch from the

Spacecraft.
Examination of. cre_' :rod verification of condition

Service Structure cleared. Photographs taken. Crew re-

moved.

Complex and area ander secure conditiot_s. Personnel

from Washitlgton and llouston arrive and a_ttrnd con-

trol of situaticm,.

6. OBJECTIVE C
Panel objectivec (ContradictoryStatements}was accomplished.The only significantdeviation,which

had no other substantiation,was the statementofMe. Gary W. Propst.RG:K Technician. The Witnc"_

was monitoring Operational Intercommunication Sy--tcm{OIS) cham_el Black 3 and obsen'ing the TV

view of the S/C 012 hatch. The callof "Fire" over the OIS and obser_'ationof a bright glow in the

spacecraft occurr&i Simuitaneot_dy. lie stated there was a two to two and one.half minute time elapse
from the call ,natil flames increased and covered the hatch opetting. At ahoilt three {3) mi.nutes, Mr.



Propststated, the flames from the outside bottom of the spacecraft began to eat through the area where

the bottom lip of the White Room meets the Spacecraft, and the "White Room began to fill with smoke.
He also stated there was movement inside the Spacecraft lasting about two (2) minutes before the flames

began to block the view, and no one entered the White Room until it had become smoke-filled some
minutes later. Mr. Propst stated that he changed the electronic 'control knobs on the hatch TV monitor

whi!e the incident was happening. This caused.all the other TV..monitor screens as mentioned by some

witnesses, to have a monetary (1 to 2 oeconds) loss of picture, with either gray, black, or white-out,

but most probably white appearance. As the camera built-in electronics and internal mechanisms were

adjusting themselves, the hatch area could have appeared washed-out due to the Spacecraft interior

brightness for approximately 2 seconds.

7, OBJECTIVE D
Panel objective d (Summary of Pertinent Information) was accomplished as shown herein. Section

(a.) is a summary prepared from the statements of witnesses located primarily on adjustable levels 7
at_d 8 of the Launch Complex ,34 Service Struet,are, Section (b.) is a summary prepared from state-

ments of witnesses who had access to TV monitors located at either the Launch Complex 34 Blockhouse

or at the ACE Control Rooms. These summaries indicate only the initial observations o_ the witnesses.

Subsequent observations and actions taken are contained in the witnesses entire statements found in Ap-

pendix B.

[
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SUMMARY OF W|THESS OBSERVATION_-R_G.A_-DI_ HO FIRE

a, Levels A-7, A-8 and Other Areas of Service Structure

Name, Duty, Location

Donald O. Babbitt

NAA, Project Engineer
Pad Leader; A-8 Pad

Leader Desk

Time Reference

Immediately after OIS report

James D. Gleaves
NAA, Mechanical Lead

Technician; A-8 Flyaway

Umbilical

Shortly after hearing OIS re-

port - believed to be .Mtro-
naut Chaffee.

L. D. Reece

NAA, Systems Technician;
A-8, Flyaway Umbilical

Richard A. llagar

NAA, Electrical Systems
Technician; A-8, -Y

Area

Immediately after OIS

report.

humediately after OIS

report.

Richard L. Bachand

NAA, Systems Technician;

A-8, +Z +Y'area

hnmediately after OIS

report.

Stephen B. Clemmons

NAA, Systems Technician;
A*8, Pad Leader Desk

Immediately after' OIS

report.

James E. Cromer
PAA, Elevator Technician;

Umbilical tower elevator

looking at White Rootlt

Joseph II. Pleasant
NAA, Systems Technician;

A-8, near stairs to White

Room.

Bruce, W. David

,_AA, Systems Technician;

A-8, Flyaway umbilical

Friend !). llickenbottom

N,\A. Systems Technician;

.\-8. South of Tower

Did not hear report - _
saw flash first.

Someone called "There's a.

fire in spacecrMt'[.

I mm ediately after (_ I S

report.

himtediately after OIS

report.

Initial Observation

Flame from under BPC near steam

duct - followed by concussion.

Heard loud shooooc - entered White

Room, saw flash - followed by fire

and debris covered right side of

Spacecraft..

Sheet of flame from Command Mod-

ule 12 acce_.

Two loud pops - fire blew out of

.Y and +Y access panels.

Low burp, large whoosh, wall of
flame - floor to ceiling.

White glow around BPC, access pan-
ed between umbilical and White

Room. Loud venting of gases, then

ignition like gas jet being ignited.

No loud explosion.

Flash of fire from VChite Room door.

side doors blew open.

lteard someoue call fire in Space-

craft- heard muffled explosion - fire
around bottom of Command Mod-

ule - several places - smoke.

Flames within opetx access panels near
umbilical - followed by whoosh and

flatncs shooting out of the panels.

Spurt.of flame under White Room
• explosion - fl:mtes at all Comnmnd

Module openings.
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Jerry w. Hawkins

NAA, Systems Technician;

A_8, Swing Arm

_,'_f. Donald Brown

NAA, Mechanical In-

spector; A-8, -Y Quality
Control Desk

Jessie L, Owens
NAA, Systems Engineer;
A,8, Pad Leader Desk,

÷Y area

Robert C. Hedlund

NAA, Systems Technician;.
A,8, +Z +Y Area

John E. Markovich

NASA/KSC, Q. C.

Inspector; A-8, +Z (NW)

Joseph L. Stoeckl
NASA/KSC, Q. C.

Inspector; A,8,
SW corner .

Henry H. Rogers, Jr.

NASA/KSC, Q. C. In-

spector; A-8, on S.W.
Elevator

Creed A. Journey
NAA,. Electrical Lead,

man; A-8, +Z -Y axis Area

William J. Schneider
NAA, GSE Technician;

A-7, with back to Service
Module at +Y Area

Dave E. ttoward

N.\A, Systems Technician;
A-7, near access to Service
Module

J. c. Scott
N.\A, Q. C. Inspector;
A-7, under umbilical

After hearing someone yell
"Fire".

No tittle reference

Immediately after OIS

report.

hnmediately after OIS

report.

Heard explosion - first
notice

Hears explosion - first
notice

Very shortly after hearing

report on PA

Heard shout as entering level
A-8 from A-7. Threw self to

floor as fire burst out.

Iieard "'Fire" either over

squawk box or down from
level A-8.

After initial fixe -no refer-

erence to OIS report. Heard

Astronaut gay, "'Fire in

cockpit".

Heard someone say, "Fire

in cockpit"

Flame from Spacecraft to Pad Lead-
er desk.

Command Module 012 access seem-

ed to ignite - minor explosion - 2

loud whooshes - escaping gas

Heard relief valve open - hi-velocity

gas escaping, burst into flame.

Hears whoosh . saw small flames

fl'om access hatches.

Heard muffled explosion - saw huge

flash fire - service port +Z axis.

Muffled explosion - Command Mod,
engulfed in flame.

Entered White Room - fire appear-

ed burning from inside Spacecraft
out.

Fire broke out of Command Module

in high velocity streams, 6 to 7 feet

long out of servicing ports in south,
east corner (-Y area).

Felt heat on back at call "Fire".

Went out to get on NE passenger

elevator. Didn't get on. Saw fire
inside Service Module. Got fire ex:

tinguisher and extinguished fire in
Service Module.

Saw fire dimish from first flame -

loud swoosh ball of flame from bot-

tom of Command Module.

Heard. noise • then second noise -

ball of fire fell from Command Mod-.

to Service Modul_.
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I Robert I. Bass Hears explosion - saw smoke
NAA, Systems Technician; heard shouts of "Fire".

ACE Room

L

John C. McConnell
NAA, GSE Technician;
Umbilical Tower level

190 Ft.

Burr B. Belt

NAA, GSE Leadman;
On Service StruCture

express elevator,
level 2

George W. Rackldf

NAA-Tulsa, Systems
Technician; A,7, under

White Room

Samuel Williams

NAA, GSE Technician;

A-7, A14-019 Fly-Away

umbilical connection

Forrest R. Rooker

NAA, GSE Technician;
A-7, A14-019 Fly-Away

umbilical connection

William H. Wing_ield

NAA, GSE Electrical

Technician; Level A-5

Marvin L. Nelson

NASA/KSC QC Inspector;
A-7, N.E. side of Service

Module

Patrick E. Mitchell

NASA / KSC QC Inspector;

A..7, A14-019 umbilical dis.

connect

William C. Deaver

NAA, Electronic Technic-

ian; A-7, A14-019 Fly-Away

umbilical connection

Willi_ M. Medca_

NAA, Mechanical echnic-

iart; Service Structure ele-

vator between levels 3 and 4

Heard someone on A-8 or

else over OIS say "Fire in

the Spa.cecraft".

Heard people yelling "Fire

in the SpaceCraft" as eleva-

tor was going to level A-6.

Heard report from spacecraft
crew member

Astronaut: "Fire in cockpit"

over headset.

Astronaut: "We have fire

in cockpit" over headset.

Heard Chaffee say "Fire"

over OIS.

Immediately after report

from P / A

Immediately after report

Heard someone say. "'Fire

in Cockpit"

Heard cry of "Fire" as ele-

vator passed levels 3 and 4

Muffled explosion - smoke pouring
out and around swing arm irlto

White Room.

At indication of "Fire" sound - level

A-8 all lit up when it exploded.

GOt fire extinguisher - and crossed

over to A-6, grabbed 2 gas masks

and went up to level A-8.

Wanted elevator to go to A-8 but

stopped at A-6. Grabbed gas masks

and took up to A-8. Started lighting
fires coming from parts of Command

Module with extinguishers. _.

Large puff of smoke and explosion -

swing arm entry hatch.

Heard explosion immediately follow-

by another, then fire down through
A-.7 at Swing Arm.

Heard small explosion then larger

one - Flash of flame through open-

ing A-8 and A-7 at umbilical swing

arm.

Smoke came down to area, saw

paper on fire flying from A-8 level.

Went up to A-8 for ;ew" moments

only and went down to 188 ft. level

to open power supply, breakers._

Smoke began to fill the area.

Level filled with smoke

Heard 2 explosions - then fire be-
tween Command Module and Ser-

vice Module.

Elevator stopped at level A-8 Ran
down a level or two and took gas

masks to A-8.
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Robert C. Foster

NAA, QC Inspector;

Complex 34 Fuel Area

b. TV and Audio Monitors

Name, Duty, Location

Clarence A. Chauvin

NASA/KSC Test Conductor;
Test Conductors Console

ACE Control Room 1.,

MSO Building

William H. Schick

NASA/KSC' Assistant Test

Supervisor; Test Supervisor's
Console - Blockhouse Launch

Complex 34

Gary W. Propst
RCA Technician;

Operational "IX' Control
Racks . Blockhouse Launch

Complex 34

Alan R. Caswell

RCA-Communications

Controller; Communication

Control Racks- Blockhouse

Launch Complex 34

Donald K. Slayton
NASAdMSC, Director of

Flight Crew Operations; As-
tronaut Console Blockhouse

Launch Complex 34

Daryl O. Cain

NAA, Spacecraft 017 Test
Conductor; ACE Control

Room No. 2, MSO Build-

ing

Saw smoke

Initial Notice

"Fire" over Operational

Intercommunications System
lois).

"'Fire in Cockpit" over OIS

"'Fife in the cockpit" over
OIS

Technician. Propst called
attention to monitor - stat-

ing Fire in Spac_raft.

CaP of "Fire" on OIS

Hatch Camera seemed to

blank out like someone had

shined a very bright light
into lens of c,'unera.

Looked upward and saw smOke. Car-

ried gas masks and fireextinguish.
ers to SE elevatorand took to level
A-8.

Observation

Noticed flames in vicinity of apex
cover at top of Command Module.

Not aware fire was in SpaCecraft

until heard over headset shortly af-
ter.

Saw flames climbing about halfway
up the side of the Spacecraft com-
ing from the interface between the

Command Module and the Service
Module.

Observed hatch in T\" monitor. Saw

bright glow in Spacecraft. Observed

Astronaut arm and leg movements
lasting about 2 minutes tmtil flames

obscured vision. A split second later
flames go past window, Fire in-

creased steadily. Flames from out-

side bottom of Spacecraft where it
meets lip of White Room and from
under hatch.

Observed hatch on TV monitor.

Flames flickered inside Spacecraft on
leftside of window and in 15-20

secondsahnostcovered window. Saw

center astronaut'shelmet move dur-

ing firstfew seconds.

Observed Spacecraft hatch on TV

monitor. Flame around hatch. Smoke

increased. Detected people trying to
get to hatch door. Smoke obscured
view from T'V Camera.

Picture was regained. Saw "Guttery" _:

typeflames about 6 inches high mostly
on right hand side at base hatch. Im-

prtmsion one of the quads had fired "_
and fire was outside Spacecraft under. ,
neath the Command Module. Oh- ""

sen'cd the fire fighting attempts and

L
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Donald R. Jones
NASA/KSC - Chief,

Electrical Systems, Saturn
IV-B; VIP Room - Block-

house Launch Complex 34

Illumination within Space-
craft and call of "Fire"

over OIS

assumed Astronauts were safe and

stayinginsidecraftuntilfireexing-

uished and smoke clearedfrom area.

Camera eventually turned off.Not

aware of tragedy forcouple ofhours

because principallyengaged in mon-

itoringown teston spacecraft017.

Noted tongue of flame between cen-
ter Astronaut's helmet and hatch

window on hatch camera. Saw As-

tronaut's arms move toward hatch.

At this time interior of Spacecraft
was illuminated to such brilliance

picture, blacked out.

Albert E. Jorolan

NASA/KSC - Launch Ve-

hicle Measuring Instrumen-

tation Engineer; Measuring
Station-Blockhouse Launch

Complex 34

"Hey, there's a fire in here",

over Spacecraft communication
channel. Identifies voice as

Chaffee's.

Observed 2 distinct tongues of fire

positioned at 11 and 7 o'clock on
TV monitor. Screen was dark, lo-
cation of fire not identifiable. Cam-

era and/or target was not identified
in statement.

8. APPENDIX B - WITNESS STATEMENTS
The witness statements and releases for the statements contained in Appendix B are from:

(I) Personnel on adjustable levels 7, 8, and other areas of Launch Complex 34 Service Structure

(34 total)

(2_ Representative TV monitors (7)

(3) Representative audio monitors (2)
(4) Other Witnesses (3)

The index of Appendix B contains witnesses names, organization, position or duty, location .at the time
of the incident, and date(s) of statement(s). A page of common abbreviations and definitions is included

in Appendix B. Only the witness statements containing testimony relevant to the investigation are in-

cluded in this Appendix.

9. OTHER STATEMENTS
The statements of witnesses (names listed in Appendix B), which do. not provide relevant testimony,

are retained in the Apollo 204 Review Board General File as a matter of rccord. These statements,

not part of Appendix B, are arranged by order of primary importance within the categories:
(1) TV monitors

(2) Audio monitors

(3) Related areas

(4) Miscellaneous

The releva_xcy of testimony has been reviewed by Counsel to the Board. The Board Administrative Pro-
cedure No. 16, titled "Coordination Policy for Interviewing Witnesses", was used when obtaining re-
corded witness statements, The General File also includes all original statements and/or tape recordings

of all witnesses.

10. OTHER RESPONSIBILITIES

A total of thirty (30) requirements for information were placed on the Panel. These requests varied

from lists of witnesses to irfformation in definite disciplines (Enclosure 12-7). The requirements came .

from the Board, the Board Panel Coordination Committee, other Panels, and NASA Headquarters.
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11. WITNESS CATEGORIES

Several categories of witnesses were established on the basis of information contained in their state-
ments. These were: gas or vapor odors during pre-ingress, astronaut ingress, eye-witnesses of the incident,

TV monitors, audio monitors, and rescue, security and medical pers6nnel. A tape recorded conference

among members of Panel 7 {Test Procedures), Panel 8 {Materials Review), and witnesses who had ment-
ioned an unusual odor during ingress or cabin purge, was conducted February 9, 1967. The purpose

of this conference was to ascertain the exact artldles passed in and out of the Spacecraft hatch, the

placement of articles in the Spacecraft, and a more detailed description of any odors noticed. The find-

ings obtained in this conference were forwarded to Panels 7 and 8. The minutes of the conference are
contained in the Review Board General File.

D. FINDING AND DETERMINATION

FINDING
A total of 612 witness.statements were obtained by Panel 12.

DETERMINATION
The Witness Statements Panel 12 believes that all people with pertinent information regarding the

Apollo 204 incident of January 27, 1967 have been contacted,

E. SUPPORTING DATA

Enclosure

12-I

12-2

12-3

12-4
12-5

12-6

12-7

Aerial Drawing of Launch Complex 34

Launch Complex 34 Elevators
LC 34 Service Structure Adjustable Level 8 Platform

LC 34 Service Structure Adjustable Level 7 Platform

LC 34 Egress Route for Astronauts
Detailed Narrative Description of the Sequence of Events

Requirements placed on Panel 12.
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LAUNCH COMPLEX 34 ELEVATORS

\ //
SERVICE STRUCTURE

ASSUMED _%j NORTH

ENCLOSURE.12 - 2
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LC-34 SERVICE STRUCTURE ADJUSTABLE LEVEL 8 PLATFORM

.y
CAME RA

ACE CARRY OFF
EQUIPMENT

o CAMERA

ACCESS ARM

QC
RECORDS

TABLE

BOX

SWING ARM NO. 4

PAD
LEADER

DESK

QC
LEADMAH

DESK

------ TECH

WATER
DESK COOLER

SPARE

ENCLOSUR E 12- 3A
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LC,34 SERVICE STRUCTURE ADJUSTABLE LEVEL 8 PLATFORM

.y

ACE CARRY OFF
EQUIPMENT

' n

CAMERA QC
RECORDS QC
TABLE LEADMAN

DESK

I

I

I

I

I

|l l

CAMERA

TECH
LEADMAN

DESK

COMM.

WATER
DESK COOLER

SPARE

ACC ESS ARM

1. DONALD O. BABBITT, NAA
2. JAMESD. GLEAVES, NAA
4. L.D. REECE, NAA
S. RICHARD A. HAGAR, NAA
6. RICHARD L. BACHAND, NAA
7. STEPHEN B. CLEMMONS, NAA
9, JOSEPH H. PLEASANT, NAA

10. BRUCE W. OAVIS, NAA
11. FRIEND DALE HICKENBOTTOM, NAA

/,

// _BOX PADLEADER t"_,
DESK -r6

SWING ARM NO, 4 ,_

ASsuMED ORTH

12. JERRY W, HAWKINS,NAA . "P'x_

13. W. DONALD BROWN,NAA
14. JESSIE L. OWENS,FIAA
15. ROBERT C. HEDLUND, NAA
16. JOHN E. MARKOVICH, NASA
17. JOSEPH L. STOECKL, NASA
18. HENRY H. ROGERS,JR., NASA
19. CREED A. JOURNEY, NAA
33. WILLIS M. MEDCALF, NAA
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LC-34 SERVICE STRUCTURE ADJUSTABLE LEVEL 7 PLATFORM

DESK
CABINETS STAND
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CAMERA

SIMULATED
LOAD BANK

RCS SIMULATOR
LOAD BANKS

_Y

20. WILLIAM J. SCHNEIDER, NAA

21. DAVE E,.HOWARD, NAA

22, J.C. SCOTT, NAA

26. GEORGE W. RACKLEFF, NAA- TULSA

27. SAMUEL WILLIAMS. NAA

28. FORREST R. ROOKER, NAA

30. MARVIN L. NELSON, NASA

31. PATRICK E. MITCHELL, NASA

32. WILLIAM C, DEAVER, NAA
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DETAILED NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

The following is a description of the events surrounding the :\polio 204 incident, as determined by

the ..\polio 2(14 Review Board Counsel. "l'his narrative is based upon witness statements (Appendix B),

a recording of the communications on the OIS channel Black 3, and re.interviews (non-recorded) of the

principal participating witnesses. The re.inte_'iews (March 28, 29, and 30, 1967) were done by the Re-

view Board C'ounsel with the Witness Statetnents Panel 12 chairman and one Panel 12 member present.

"l'he following ,,,,'as reviewed by the chairman of Panel 12 and in his opinion is a true representation

of the fact,,



DETAILED NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE $EQUEHCE OF EVENTS

The following is a destription of the events surrounding the Apollo 204 accident, as determined by

the Apollo 204 Board Counsel. This narrative is based upon witness statements (Appendix B), a record-
ing of the communications on the OIS channel Black 3, and re.interviews (non-recorded) of the prin-

cipal participating witnesses. The re.interviews (March 28,29 and 30, 1967) were done by the Board
Counsel with the Witness Statements Panel 12 Chairman and one Panel 12 member present, The f01-

lowing was reviewed by the Chairman of Panel 12 and in his opinion is a true representation of the

facts.

It should be recognized that during the attempt to remove the various hatches, visibility within

the working areas was virtually non-e,,dstent. At the same time, some individuals were wearing gas

masks making identification extremely difficult. It is possible that individuals have been improperly

placed during the description of .a particular sequence• Care has been. taken to reconstruct the scene.
as accurately as human memory will allow, in an effort to identify, the individuals .involved during
the various hatch removals, participants ran through an experiment on a mock-up spacecraft. The.

experiment tended to clarify the sequence of events and is relied upon in this narrative as being a
reliable indication of the actions involved in the crew. rescue attempt.

Complex 34 consists of the Service Structure containing adjustable levels which completely surround
the vehicle and the Command Module and an umbilical tower. Work on the vehicle during erection

and preparation for launch, is carried out on the various enclosed adjustable levels. Prior to launch,
the entire service tower is moved away from the erected vehicle.

The umbilical tower is a fixed installation containing an elevator, umbilicals to the Launch Ve-

hicle, and an environmental control assembly (called a "white room"), at the end of a swinging access
arm. The "white room", which is relatively small, swings against, and surrounds the hatchway of the

Command Module. It is separate from adjustable Level 8 which completely surrounds the Command

Module, until the service tower is pulled• away. When the service tower moves away, the "'white room"

stays in position, pressed agait_st the Command Module hatch, until 30 minutes prior to launch. It is
through.the white room, the access arm and the elevator, that crewmen can escape from the Command
Module in the event hazardous conditions are discovered. After the access arm and the white room

swing away from the vehicle, escape from hazardous conditions on the pad would be via the Launch

Escape System (I,ES). It contains a solid lucid rocket motor, capable of pulling the Command Module

clear .of the complex. Prior to the Plugs Out Test, the Launch Escape System, with its rocket motor,
was erected on top of the Command Module. While the wires activating the LES were shorted, there

nevertheless remained the possibility that if sufficient heat were generated, the solid fuel could explode

or the motor ignite. This would cause wide spread destruction to the adjnstable !evels of the sets'ice

tower and to the I+aunch Complt_x itself.

The "'white room" is completely ,_eparate from the service structure since it is an integral part

of the umbilical tower, llowever, the "white room" and the access arm, swing into Level A-8 where

the Command .Module is situated. In this configuration, the "'white room", the access arm and the

umbilical tower appear to be part of the service structure.

The "'white room" is attached to the Command Module by an. hydraulically operated adapter boot.

The boot fits against the Command ,Module, it's flexible material forming a seal around the Command

Module hatch. From inside the rectangularly shaped "white room", the adapter boot presents a ramp-

like, appearance to the Command .Module hatch; the floor of the white room being elevated above
the hatchway. A door opens from the accc_ arm into the "'white room". Another white room door

directly opposite the acc,:,'ss arm doorway leads into l,evel A-8. "['his second door was sealed shut at

time of the accident. The door is sealed ,-ts a safety pi'ecaution t_ prevent use once the sets, ice structure

is pulled away from the Command Module. Until that time. access into l.O,'el :V8 is possible _rom
the acces_ ann itsdl[
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Four corner elevators on the service structure serve the various levels.

The count on OCP-FO.K-0021. the Plugs Out Test, w_,sat T-10 minutes and holding. Efforts

were being made to correctcommunications difficultieswhich had existedthroughout the test.How-

ever, the communications difficulties,while stillexisting,were not deemed important enough to halt

the test.The count was due to resume within minutes when the firstreportof firewas heard.

The report from inside the Command Module is believed by the witnesses On Level A-8 to have

been made by the Pilot. Some heard the report over their headsets, others heard it over speakers
installed on L_el Ao8.

After the initial Shock of the report of fire, followed within seconds by the rupturing of the Com-

mand Module with flames pouring out of the failed area of the Command Module, efforts were begun
to remove thr three hatches of the Command Module.

At the instant of the report of fire, J. D. Gleaves, standing on the'access arm, immediately began.

moving toward the "white room". He heard pressure escaping from the cabin relid valve and recalls

thinking at the time, that the Command Pilot had dumped the pressure of the Command Module in

accordance with the fire emergency procedures. It was his feeling that since the cabin was being de-

pressurized he would have no dit'ficulty in removing the inner hatch. As Gleaves started to step into

the white room, he saw a very bright flash of light emanating through the porthole of the Command

Module. He turned around. With him at this time was J. W. Hawkins. As they neared the door on

the access arm, Gleaves recalls feeling a pressure and seeing tongues of flame escaping from the failed
portion of .the Command Module. The force of the pressure pushed him against Hawkins. With some

difficulty they opened the door, which opened toward them. Their first thoughts after seeing the Com-

mand Module rupture and the flames spread across Level A-8, was that Pad Leader D. O. Babbitt

and the others must have been killed. It was only after Babbitt and others joined them on the swing

arm, that they realized that no one on Level A-8 had been seriously injured as a result of the rupture

of the Command Module. Hawkins secured a fire extinguisher, entered the "white room" and put out
two localized fires. Babbitt and Gleaves immediately returned, to the white room area and began the

job. of removing the- boost protective cover (BPC) hatch, which is the Command Module's outermost

hatch. Though the BPC hatch had not been fully installed, that is, dogs which attach it to other

portions of the boost protective cover surrounding the Command Module. had not been engaged, it was

necessary to insert a tool into te hatch in order to secure a hand hold. Babbitt and Gleaves report

that the BPC hatch, itself .had been distorted, probably by the fire and rupturing of the Command

Module. The hatch, which normally would have been easily removed, had to be forced. During this
period of time, the "white room" continued to fill with smoke.

While some individuals had working gas masks, others did not. Even when the gas masks, pri-

marily designed for use in toxic atmospheres, became operative, they were unable to work efficiently
except for very short periods of time in the dense smoke.filled atmosphere of the white room.

Visibility was virtually zero. The various crews working in relays had to proceed primarily by the
sense of touch.

After removal of the boost protective cover by Babbitt and Gleavcs, they left the "white room".

Gleaves had no gas mask and was obviously feeling the effects of the dense smoke. He was beginning

to gag and choke, and yet, in spite of his physical condition, was able to complete, with Babbitt's
assistance, the complete removal of the boost protective cover hatch. The tool used to remove this

hatch is the same tool used to remove the ablative hatch and the inner hatch of the Command Mod-

ule. As Babbitt and Gteaves ldt the "white room', Gleaves. recalls handing the tool to Hawkim.
Hawkins does not recall who handed him the tool. He .kno_,-3 someone did.

With ltawkins were S. B. Clemmons and I,. D. Reece. During the ablative hatch removal, Babbitt
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was also in the "white room". Within one minute and 30 seconds of the first report of fire, Babbitt

had entered the "white room" at least once and perhaps twice. He had recovered his headset and was

able to contact the blockhouse and describe the conditions as they were developing,

The removal of the ablative hatch was relativdy simple. After the tool was imerted, the hatch was

lifted off and carried out of the white room by Reece who threw it on the floor of adjustable Level 8

once he was clear of the "white room".

Hawkim remained in the "white room" after the ablative hatch was removed. Continuing to use

• the removal tool, he began _¢ork on the inner hatch. With him were Clemmom and Reece, though

the witnesses at this point, because of the dense smoke, do not recall seeing all others in the "'white

room" at the time. Hawkins and Clemmons were apparently nearest the hatch, Hawkins using the

tool to unlock the hatch while Clemmons was attempting to secure a hand hold on it.

There are two handles on the exterior of the inner hatch which, when installed, are wired down

with safety wire. Whether or not Clemmons broke the safety wires holding the handles flush to the
hatch, he does not recall. Once the hatch was unlocked, both men pushed it upward to relieve it from

the dogs. Once the inner .hatch was free, they attempted to drop it down onto the Command Module

door. The hatch went only part way down.

The pad crew realized that it was not necessary to completely remove the inner hatch in order

to provide access to the interior of the Command Module. During the scheduled egress exercise the
inner hatch would have been unlocked bythe crew and placed on the floor of the Command Module•

While a small portion of the hatch cover extends above the lower rim of the hatch, access to and

from the Command Module is possible.

When the inner hatch was unlocked, intense heat ans smoke came out of the open hatchway. No

flames were visible on the inside. Two floodlights installed on the couches were barely visible through
the smoke.

Hawkins attempted to examine the interior of the Command Module• He called out to the crew-
men. He remembers there was an unusual silence from the Command Module interior.

Babbitt too had examined the Command Module's interior. Concerned about reporting over the

wide communications net that he was then using that the astronauts were dead, he simp.ly advised the

ground that he would not describe what he had seen..

Babbitt and H. H. Rogers, Jr., returned to the "white room" after the inner hatch had been

unlocked and partially lowered into the Command Module. During the efforts to_ lower the hatch,, it

dropped further down into the Command Module. Babbitt and Rogers then returned for fresh air to

the swing arm.

Shortly, thereafter, Babbitt, suffering from smoke inhalation in the efforts of the attempted re_cue,

was relieved as Pad Leader by L• Curatolo.

Gleaves who had at various times been forced to the swing arm by the smoke, returned, saw that

the hatch was part way down and gave it a kick. As a result of the kick, the hatch fell even further
into the Command Module. Gleaves had secured a flashlight from his tool box during one of his entries

into the white room and peered into the dark smoke and soot-covered interior of the Command Module.

He could see nothing except the faint glow of the floodlights mounted near the couches. The lights were

within inches of his position, but they appeared to be small candles very far away.

W. M. Medcalf entered the "white room" and began his attempt to remove the inner hatch com-

pletely from the Command Module.
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Members of the regular fire department began arriving at Level A,8. The pad egress team, which

had been standing by at the fire station, also responded to the call, but in much slower Ml13 Armor-

ed Personnel Carriers. The team was scheduled to participate in the egress exercise, scheduled at the
end of the plugs out test.

Fireman B. Dawes arrived at Level A_8 through a service elevator and went to the "white room".

He recalls seeLug the hatch lay{ng inside the Command Module. Fireman J. A. Burch, Jr., upon his

arrival at the "iwhite room" saw people working around the hatch. He joined them and began to pull
at the inner haich in an effort to remove it completely from the Command Module. He began to feel
the effects of the ._moke and had to run out of the _'wh_te room" to the access arm. On the access

arm he found _- gas maks, dormed it, and returned to the "white room" to continue in his attempt
to remove the hatch from the Command Module. Once again he was not successful. He wa._ forced

out of the "wh'ite room" by the smoke. He replaced his gas ranks, and returned for a third attempt

at the inner hatlch removal. This time with the aid of Medcalf, he was successful. With the exception
of. Assistant Chief J. C. Moor, ey, who was a member of the pad egress team, none of the firemen

were familiar _'ith the coxffiguration of the Command :{odule. They had received no training in the

removal of the various hatches, since it was felt that tne pad egress team would be available to perform
this function during hazardous tests or launches.. The pad egress team did have knowledge of the Com-

mand Module configuration and had appropriate tools to remove the three hatches. Chief.Mooney
arrived at "'white room" after the ironer hatch cover had been completely removed from the Command
Module.

After the hatch was removed, Burch leaned into the Command Module. Everything was black.
He could not see any bodies. He secured a flashlight but even with its assistance he was unable to see

anything. ,.ks he was crawling out of the open hatchway, he did notice oar body. He attempted to pick
it up, but he was unable to move it. t-Ie then left the Command Module. In the meantime, Fireman
B. 1I.

Batts with others was rcmo;'ing thc panel that sealed the second door of the "white room",

which led directly onto Level A-8. This was necessary in order to vent the "white room" and the

Colnmand Module. Thc use of _'ans to blow the smoke out of the Command Module was considered

unwise, since the fans could possibly re-ignite substances within the.Command Module. Chief Mooney,, a
mcmber of the pad egress tcam which had planned to participate in the egress exercise scheduled for

the ond of thc Plugs Out Test, also made an effort to remove crewmen from the Command Module..

This activity was stopped, confirmed by phyficians who had arrived at the Command.Module, .that
all -thrcc astronauts wcrc dead, and that an investigation of the. Command. Module as it ,a'as found after.
the hatch6s were open would bc important in attempting to determine the cause of the fir_.

Photographs were thetx taken of the Command Module, of Level A-8, and other portions of the
service structure. .-

Witnesses reported seeing firemen on the complcx without firefighting equipment. Since each level

cont,dns fire extinguishers as well as hose lines, it was not necessary for them to being equipment from

the ground in order to fight fires. The hose lines wcre working and lines werc charged, though not
used. Fire extinguishers from Level. A-8 and other kvel,, of the service.structure were used to coiurol

blazes outside the Command.Module and at other locations on the service structure.

Because of the proxhnity of fires, workers removed their nylon work smocks. Examination of the

smocks after the incident showed that some of them had been burned, apparently fi-om fire brands

erupting onto t,evcl .\-8 when the Corqmand Module ruptured.

The accc_ arm was the closest position to the "white room" in the Command Module where

fresh air was available, for the workers. While a few witnesses reported that their gas masks were oper-
ative, a majority indicated they wcrc of little aSsistance during the rescue attempt, beeause of the den.
sit)- of the smoke.
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J. E. Cromer, on duty at the Umbilical Tower elevator, reported that the elevator was at Level

200, which corresponds with Level A-8, at the time the fire began. While the elevator could be re-

motely controlled h'om the blockhouse, Ci'omer could also control it from his position on the umbilical
tower. The elevator remained at Level 200 until Gleaves, choking and gagging from the smoke inhaled

in his repeated entries into the "white room", had to be sent to the ground. Cromer reports that the
first indication that he received of the fire was the sensation that there was an explosion on Level A-8.

He also reports seeing a tongue of flame emanating from the "'white room ' Immediately after the

explosion, personnel from the inside of I,eve! A-8 came out on the access arm. After reporting there
was a fire to his control poim within the blockhouse, Cromer broke out a box containing gas masks.

Cromer reports that personnel on the access arm immediately began re-entering the "white room" in

their effoets to remove the hatche._ and effect crew toscue.

Gary Propst, an RCA technician, stationed in the blockhouse and responsible for controlling remote

television cameras installed on Level A-8 and in the "white room", first became aware of the fire

through the report beard on his headset. IIe immediately looked at the "'white room" monitor. He saw

light in the Co,,nmand Module emanating from.a point on-it's left side. At ,the same time he saw hands
reach abovc the hatch, and movement of the crew inside of the Command Module. With the light .in-

creasing in intcrdity inside of the Command Module, Propst immediately adjusted the camera to the

light levels within the Cotnmatld Module. Tiffs action may have caused television monitors to show

what appeared to bc an explosion of whitc light, but was in reality an adjustment of the camera's

sensitivity to the light.

Propst is convinced that the time of the accident, from the moment hc first learned of the fire,
until the "'white room" filled with smoke, was much longer than data indicate_. He recalled engaging

in a conversation with others in the blockhou_,c as to whcn the crew would blow the hatches. Propst
was not aware that the hatches on the Command Module could not be exploded off. He recalls, by

viewing othei" monitors at I,evcl :VS, that thc "'white. room" did not fill with smoke until visibility was .
ahnost impossible on l,evel ..V8 itself. As the fire progressed, smoke did fill the "'white room" making

detailed viewing through the TV camera impossible, l towever, Propst could tell that there was activity

going on in the' "white room" as individuals would stand in front of lights installed for the TV cam-
eras, thus varying the light intensity. \Vhilc he could discern that something was going on, he could

not see in detail, what washapt_ening.

While arrangements can be made to video tape the. television monitors, facilities for doing this are.
not located within the blockhouse, and a video tape does not exist of what the monitors showed during

the fire period.

Propst viewed a motion picture of a test fire in a boilerplate Command Module taken in.ltouston,
Texas, after the incident. I Ie states that the film showing fire through the boilerplate hatches, at 16.4

pounds per square inch pure ox.vgen, were very close to what hc viewed through the monitor. At one

point in the .fihn, bright white flames sweep across the batch. Propst does not believe that this hap-

pened the night of the fire, though the quality of flickering light was similar to what hc observed. It
should bc noted that in the boilcrplate fire tc_t, the vessel was vented at a different point than where

rupture occurred on Spacecraft 012 during the night of the fire.

The report of fire was radioed to the fire station by G. C. Meyer, Pad Safety Officer. As the

fire trucks approached the comph'x in response to Meyer's call, firemen looked at the top of the launch

complex and saw very little smoke. Thinking that the area would be relatively clear, they did not take

air packs with them. which were available on the truck. Later, after the smoke conditions were dis-

covered by the tiremen, the air packs were taken to the fire scene.

Tile total elapsed time from the report of fire to the opening of the inner hatch into the Command
Module could not have exceedt'd five minutes. 27 seconds. This is based upon a timing of the tapes
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made of voice transmissions during the incident. The timing is verified by a log matintained by W. H.

Schick from within the Blockhouse. Schick's log is based upon reports he heard over the communica-

tions network. While the GMT timer he was using did not show "seconds" he was able to discern.

minutes and record them in his log. He shows the first report of fife as having been received at 6:3l

p.m. and the first report that the hatches were off at 6:36 p.m. Since he did not have a "seconds"

display he was unable to record the exact second the fire report was heard, nor the exact time of the

report that the hatches were off.

None of the men working on the hatch removal believed the crew could have survived the fire.
The heat was described as intense, the destruction considerable. Despite their belief that the crew was

lost, and their knowledge of the hazard which existed because of the rocket motor above them on ,he

Launch Escape System, they proceeded under almost impossible conditions to open the Command Mod_

ule in a desperate effort the ._ave the crew. That the hazard was real in their minds, is shown by the
statement of one witness, that he co:xsidered jumping I_rom the tower immediately after the Command

Module erupted. He felt that death was imminent in any event.. He,. nevertheless, stayed at Level A-8
and worked in the "'white room" to remove the hatches,

Curatolo, who had relieved Babbitt, was relieved by J. Murphy at 8:00 p.m. By then, all of the

fires had been exinguished for some time.

Removal

Module had

switches, and

investigation.

of the crew was to begin only after complete photographic coverage of the Command

been completed. The exact configuration of the Command Module, the position of its
the evidence of what lights were burning, were considered to be important for further

By 2:00 a.m. Saturday morning, the crew had been removed from the Command Module.
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REQUIREMENTS PLACED ON PANEL 12

]'roln

1 l_r. Floyd Thompso,t. Board Chairnmn

2. Col. Charlt.'s F. _trat'tg. P,oard .Member

3. Mr. l;eorge C. White..]r.. Board Member

4. Board Panel (.:oordination (:onnnittce

5. Board Panel (.:oordination Committee

6. Board Pane', (:tx)rdination Committee

7. Board and Panels I_. 8, 11, 14. 17, 18, and 19

8. I);. George E. Mueller. NAn.\ lleadquarters

9. Panel 1

I0. Panel 2

I I. Panel 3

12. Panel 5

13. i'anel 7

14. Panel 8

Subjecl

Required nlemor:mdunt regarding Baron and Parker

reports.

l,letlUCsted hfformation from wit,leSSC'S on l.evels .V7

and A-I¢ otl whetlier they touched or caused movc-

lnent of the ('ommand Module or Service Module

in tile five-minute intcrv:d immediatel;' preceettittv

the incident.

Requested a Staltement from I,cRoy G. West (N:\.X)

regarding placenwnt of g;.t.,, chromauograph plutl.

Requested copies of extracts of witness statement
information be sent to tile Committee recruiters.

Required Partel 12 to submit a status report .to the

Connnittee.at tl,e daily 5:00 p.m. meeting.

Requested Interim Report on Panel activities.

Required copies of all p.ablished wimt-ss statements

and extracts.

Requested number of people located on Levels A.7
and A-8 of tile Service Structure and on the

Umbilical Tower at LC 34 at the time of tile inci-

deut.

Requested .tatements from personnel involved it,

pre-crew it ;ress. crew irtgr.ms, cabin close.out, and

cabin purge.

Requested a set of witnt_s statements for temporary

perusal.

Requested copies of Bendix Gas Analysts.

Required further statemer, t from ,James F. Terry

(NAS.\-KSCI regarding times in relation to indi.

cations of fire versus T\" monitor image.

Requested information oft documents that went into

and out of Spacecraft 012 prior to hatch closure.

Required:
(a) Information concerning astronaut placentent of

loose articles.

(b) Inte_'iew of ingress and hatch close-out cre',v.

(c) Interview of witnesst's regarding knowledge of

solvents used attd or strange odors detected.
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15. Panel I0

16. Panel 11

17. Panel 13

18. Panel 14

19. Panel 16

2(1. Panel 17

21. Panel 18

(d) A list of personnel who visited Levels A-7 or A-8

on LC 34 for the 24,t,our period prior to the inci-
dent.

(e) Certain witnesses to par.ticipate {n s niff. test.

Requested .statements regarding cabin relief valve

operation, or tin'tes of explosive Or polbping noises

during the first 15 to 20 seconds Of,the fire.

Requested:

(a) A PAA Dispensary list ir_cluding medication given

to personnel involved in the incident,

(b) All information regarding astronaut body posi-
tions.

Requested witness comments regarding emergency

equipment.

Required:

(a) List of all personnel who were on LC 34.from

5:30 p.m. Esq" to .7:3(I p.m. EST onJanua_' 27,
1967.

(b) Copi_ of s'atements made by Thomas R. Baron

(self-employed), Donald O. Babbitt (N..\.\), james
D. Gleaves (N.\.\.I,-and Rocco A. Petrone (NASA:

KSC).

(c) Copies of any statement that comments on security
or lack of security.

(d) Copy of Arthur E. Vreeland (Federal Electric

Corporation) statement.

Requested certain wimesses observe the TV simu-

lation film to obtain witnesses reaction regarding
clarity and detail of the simulation.

Requested Panels 3, 11, and 12 prepare a final
"'Time I,ine'" from onset of T-I() minutes hohl

through medical determination of deaths.

Requested:

(a) Certain primary witnesses view the Panel I() TV

simulation film artd note any changt_ in, or verify.

the witness observations and time correlations.

(b) [nte_'iews ot Richard .\. llagar (N.\.\) and

Richard I.. I_achand t N.\.\I regarding movement

of any artwle in the Spacccraft during crew rt-
inova].
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GROUND EMERGENCY PROVISIONS

A. TASK ASSIGNMENT

The Apollo 204 Review Board established the Ground Emergency Provisions Panel, 13. The task

assigned for a_:/:omplishment by Panel 13 was prescribed as follows:
This task involves an orderly review of planned ground emergency procedures relative to their

adi-quacy, as well as a re'view to detenuifw that emergeucy procedures', in f_et, ex{st for all approp-

riat¢_" activities. This review should concentrate 6n activity at the launch site, and should include

recommeudati6ns to the Board for changes in e_isting procedurcs" and for the creation of new emer-

gency procedures if deemed r_ecessary..

B. PANEL ORGANIZATION

I. MEMBERSHIP

The assigned task was accomplished by the following members of the Ground Em('rgency Provisio
Panel:

Mr.

Mr.
Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Col.

his',

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

G. 1". Page, Chairman, Kennedy Space Cemer (KSC), NASA

I,. A. Barnett, Kennedy Space Center (KS('), NASA

N. M. Carlson, Ketmedy Space Center (KS(:), NASA

,]. It. Chappee, Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC), NASA
R. W. Cutminghant, Manned Spacecraft Center (MSC), NASA

R. S. Sayers, Manned Spacecraft Cetlter (MSC), NASA
II.
R.

G,

K.

it.

G. Russell, U. S. Air Force, Office of M:uuwd Space Flight (OMSF), NASA

Roch_ter, North American Aviation(NAA), Downey, C0.1if0rnia

F. Smith, North American Aviation (NAA), Downey, California

C, Wishon, North Americat_ Aviation (N.kA), Downey, California

II. l,ttetjeu, Consultant, McDonnell ('ompany, Kennedy Space ('enter (KS(3

'2. CO(;NIZ:\NT BOARI) MEMBER

Colotwl Frank Borman, I.'. S. :kit" Force, Board Member, Matmed Spacecraft (:enter (MSC), NASA,

was assigned to mortitor the Ground l"mcrgency Provisiorts l"atltel.

C. PROCEEDINGS

1. The l'am'l approached the assigned task in two phast.'s. Eirst, a review ;rod _'valuati(m of the emer-

gency provisions at the time of the accidem. This review included im,'cstigations of:

a. The (uttergency prt_edures it_ the published documertts;

b. The emergency equipmettt internal and extcrt_al to the spacecraft;
c. "l'h¢.' etuergettc.v tr,tinitlg of the flight crt'_v ,tnd checkout test team personnel.

The second phase was a review of the existiug methods ustxl to identify hazards and insure adequate

documentation of appropri,tte safety })rot'_'dttre:,. ,ttit| ,tpplicabh" entergettcy instructions it_ the operatiottal

test |_rocedttre',.'..

2. PUBIASIIEI) I';,MI'_R(;I';N('Y PROCI'IR'RES

a. The Apollo Crew Abbreviated Checklist (Rrference 1'3-I) was prepared by the contractor under

the dirrction of the Xl:tnncd ,_pacecraft Center (MS('._ Flight Crew Sup|met l)ivision. The d-cu-

utent itxchtdes' flight crew emergency proeedttres for:

(!) Fire or sntoke iu the cockpit in flight; and.
(2] Pad egress front T-'30 tttinutt_* to lift-off.

The ill-flight fire or smoke procedures considered in (1) above are not appropriate for the

sittt,ttiott it_volving internal firt" during grtmttd t)pcratitms. (Referrtlce report hy [hmel 20.)The

unaided (_(mttn;ttul .Xlodule {(" .Xl_ egtt'_s ittstrttctiotts provided in (2_ at)ow" were al)plieahh_ fiw
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actions required by the crew to effect egress from the C/M for any reason. A minor Change to
the unaided crew procedure was documented during the course of a briefing given to the AS,204

Flight Crew by members of the Apollo Emergency Egress Working Oroup (Enclosure 13-1) on

January 23, 1967, This change reflected an agreement to maintain suit oxygen flow and crew
Communications until the hatches were removed.

b. The Apollo Operations Handbook (AOH) (Reference 13-2) is prepared by the contractor under
the direction of MSC and eOntains flight crew emergency procedures similar to those described

•above in paragraph a. In practice, the emergency procedures developed and documented in the
abbreviated crew checklist are Subsequently included in the AOH so that ground control personnel

are made aware of the crew actions to be followed in the event of an emergency.

c. The Apollo Flight Crew Hazardous Egress Proeedure_ Manual (Referet_Ce 13-3) is prepared by

the Emergency Egress Working Group Of the Apollo Launch Operations COmmittee (Enclosure

13-2). This manual is the definitive document concerning spacecraft and pad egress prOcedures

and represents the combined efforts of Kennedy Space Center (KSC), MSC, and the Air Force
Eastern Test Range (AEETR). The, scope of this document is limited to cover only the terminal

30 minutes of a. launch countdown or countdown demonstration. The procedures defined concern

only the actions involved in unaided, aided, or. incapacitated crew egress during that time period.

Actiom required to c6pe with the ,contingencies which could require crew egress are speeificaUy
excluded.

The procedures in this manual which define flight crew actions involved in unaided egress

agree with those documented in the Crew Checklist and,the AOH. The time.line on Page 25
(Enclosure 13-3) of the egress manual indicates 60 seconds are required for the flight crew to open

the spacecraft hatches and egress once the cabin pressure is vented. Practice runs under ideal con-

ditions involving non-flight spacecraft configurations indicate that estimate to be correct. (A practice

run involving a fully suited flight crew, venting cabin pressure, removing the three flight config-

uration hatches and egressing the spacecraft has never been performed.)Although there are no

documented data available, the portion of the unaided egress time (60 seconds) involved in hatch

removal by the flight crew is considered to be 40 to 50 seconds.

Incapacitated flight crew egress procedures defined in the egress manual are intended for use
by the trained members of the Pad Egress Team. The time lines on Pages 26 and 27 of the mat_ual

(Enclosure 13-4) indicate 10 minutes is required from initiation of the operation to completion of

crew removal, t towever, the portion of that time required to r_move all three hatches from the
outside is 70 seconds, assuming cabin pressure is already vented..Numerous practice runs by Pad

egress perso.nnel have verified that timc to be correct under ideal conditions.

At the time of the AS.204 accident, the trained Pad Egress Team was not on station at

I,aunch Complex 34. Their presence during the Space Vehicle Plugs Out Integrated Test had not

been required since the operation was not previously identified as hazardous. However, the entire

egress team was due on station following completion of the test in support of an unaided egress

practice operation..

d. The spacecraft checkout procedure for the AS-204 Space Vehicle Plugs Out Integrated Test was
OCP FO-K-(_)21-1 (Reference 13-4). This document, like all spacecraft test documents at KSC,

was prepared by the contractor and approved by N.XSA-KSC-Spacecraft Operations (SCO). The
document did not contain emeegency procedures other than two pages of instructions for emergency

shutdown of spacecraft direct current (DC) and alternatm_ current (AC) power. The safety re-
quirements included in the Operational Checkout Procedure (OCP) do not designate any portion

of the test procedure as hazardous. (Enclosure 1'-.3_-_....

The test objectives listed for the procedure include:

(1) To verify overall Spacecraft l,aunch Vehicle (S(:II,V) compatibility and demonstrate proper
function of Spacecraft fS'C] systems with ;Ill umbilieals and Ground Support Equipn) r,t (GSE!
disconnected.

(2) To verify no electrical inte_erence at time of umbilical di._connect.
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(3) To verify astronaut emergency egress procedures (unaided egress)

Objective (3) required suited crew operations in a closed cabin with a pressurized 100 percent

oxygen atmosphere. This was the first time this third obj_tive was combined with a Space Ve-

hicle Plugs O,t Integrated Test.
e. The Lauf_ch Vehicle Checkout Procedure being used for the AS-204 Space Vehicle Plugs Out

Integrated Test was 1-20015-SA204 (Reference 13-51 l_repared by Chrysler (CCSD) and approved

by NASA-KSC-Launch Vehicle Operations (LVO). This document contains emergency procedures

(gex_tion AW) which provide instructions for recycling the Launch Vehicle foll6wing a cutoff or a
hold at any point in the final 30 minutes of the count. No reference is made to any hazardous

Operations being involved in the LV portion of the test other than standard safety procedures

for handling LV ordnance items.

f. The only other published proce&lre involved in the AS-204 Space Vehicle Plugs Out Integrated
Test was the Integrated Space \'chiCle Procedure 1.41001-204 (Reference 13-61 prepared and ap-

proved by NASA-KSC-Launch Operations Directorate (DLO). This d6cument was used by the
NASA-KSC Test Supervisor to coordinate LV-to-S/C interface acti¢ities and all off-site real-time

suppor't functions. The procedure do_ not cotttain any emergency pt'ocedures.
g. Published emergency procedures are of limited value to a flight crew in the presence of an

extremely time critical .emergency.. In such instances, tt',ey must resort to those procedures com-

mitted to memory or instinctive actio,t. Such procedures are developed, by the crews as a result
of intimate knowledge of the writteti procedures coupled with a real-time a_,ireness of spacecraft

cofffigur_tion.

For time critical egress froln the C/,M, the fligt': crew would have eliminated all unnecessary

steps from the documented procedures. Reaction would have been by reflex to the following mini-

mum escape procedures:
(11 I nl,tiate cabin pressure duntp

(2) Unfasten restraint harnesses

(3) Release inner hatch dogs

(4) Wait for pressure decay

(5) Remove inner hatch

(6) Release and push out ablative hatch and h_st protectixe covet
(7) Disconnect umbilicals and cobra cables

(8) l'xi. spacecraft
Post-accident investigation (Reference Panel 11 report) indicates that the .\S-204 flight crew

accomplished ,,'cry little, if any, of the above minilnunl procedures befiwe being incapacitated by
the fire.

3. EMER(;ENCY EQUIPMENT INSIDE TIlE COMMANI) .M('q)UI,E

a. Spacecraft (:abin Depressurizatiou Eqnipment:-
As established in para_aph 2.g., the iriitial requirement for S/C egress is cabin depressuriza-

lion. The Apollo Block 1 spacecraft incofporates no provisions for e_wrgency cabin depressurization.

Three depre.s,surization methods are possible-front within, the cabin:
(ll The norntal and docuntented method of cabin depressuri,,ation requires activation of one of

the cabin relief valves', it has an eflcctive venting area cf !.3 _.quare inches and would accomplish

venting from 16.4 pounds per square inch absolute (psial to 14.1'i psia in approximately 18 seconds

( Enclosure 136, Figure 4).
12_ Activation of the post.landing cabin vent fans _vould aho initiate cabin depre_urization.

This method, designed for use after _ater impact, opens two sliding valves ill the tunnel area. t,ach

of which has an effective opening of lit.5 square inches. The specification limit for operation ot

these valves is 0.7.5 pounds per square inch differential (psid). although they have been demon-

strated to ._ psid. There are no available data to iutaicate little of venting through these valves
lille the chned forward deck area {prelaunch COlliigurationL Veltting by this lnethod was not in-

citlded ill tile dc,,cumented enlcrgency egress procedtlres

('._l As a last res_wt, emergency deprt__surization could be accontplished bv breaking one of the
tahiti v, lndo',_ Tiff, nlelh, td h,ls ne_'er tit"t-It delnotl,_trilted .rod there art" nf_ data indwating tile
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venting time involved.
There is no indication that the AS-204 flight Crew was able to initiate cabin depressurization

following the Outbreak Of the fire. In the presence Of the rapidly increasing cabin pressure which re-

sulted from tbe fire,.a, _ivation Of the notma! vent would have had no notlcable effect.

b. Quick Release Crew Restraint Harness:

Each crewman is provided with an individual restraint harness. The harness assembly consists

of two shoulder straps and one lap belt. The shoulder straps and lap belt are connected together

by fneans of a three-point locking/release mechanism attached to One side of the lap belt. Release
of both the shoulder strap.-, and the lap belt is accomplished by pulling a release lever located on

the top of the lap belt buckle.

c. Internal Spacecraft Hatch Release Equipment:

The main hatch assembly provides the only means Of crew egress on the pad. The hatch assem-

bly consists of three sepal'ate covers or hatches (Enclosure 13-7). The inner hatch serves as a space-

craft structural load carrying member and cr_v compartment pressure seal. It has an dfective area

of 1200 square inches. The ablative (middle) hatch provides thermal protection for entry. Over this
fits the boost protective cover (outer) hatch. Removal of all three hatches was essential for crew

egress. Removal of the inner hatch requires rotation of a wrench counter-clockwise through approxi-

mately 220 degrees to release six latch assemblies located on the bottom edge (outer side) of the.
hatch (Enclosure 13-8). A prerequisite to inner hatch removal is the lowering of cabin pressure to

approximately ambient. A crewman may then lift the inner hatch (appr0ximately 55 pounds) up

and in for stowage in the spacecraft.

The Boost Protective Cover (BPC) is released by the crewman striking a push-type plunger

which extends through the middle hatch and is attached to the BPC. The middle hatch is then

released by pulling on a cable arrangement. Both middle and outer hatches may then be pushed

out of the egress path permitting crew egress.

d. Flight Crew Protective C. aing:
The protective clothing worn by the AS-204 crew at the time of the .fire were Prc'_ure Garment

Assemblies (PGA) (P/N A 1936). They were essentially the same as the non.Extravehicular Ac-

tivity (EVA) suits used on Gemini m-_ssiom. The suit is fabricated of an outer layer of HT-1 nylon,

a nylon webbing layer, a neoprene inner-pressure vessel, and a nylon comfort liner. Each crewman
also _'ore a cotton constant w_ar garment (P/N A 1912-003) under the spacesuit.

Tests conducted at MSC in late 1965 (Enclosure 13-9) using six-inch-square swatches of similar

suit. material indxcate its fire protective qualities. The swatches were tested in a 100% oxygen, 14

psia environment for high W.mperatur.e flame impingement effect.

Samples were exposed, to the pur_ oxygen ef_vironment following two evacuation periods at a

pressure of 5 millimeters of mercury (mmttg) to allow out-gassing. A 30-minute soak at 14 psia,

ltg)% oxygen was then made. At the end of this soak, a propane flame was then brought into
contact with the swatches. The results were:

(1/No scorching occurred in three seconds.

(2) Burning occurred after five seconds flame exposure.
e. On.Board Communications:

Reliable and clear conlmunications are a significant requireme_it in support o_ any emergency

operation. The status of the communications system therefore req_tires co;_sideration. In addition to
an on-board intercom system there are two Radio Frequency (RF) systems for voice transmission

from cre_-to-ground personnel during pad testing. These two systems are the VerT Itigh Frequency
(VIIF) and S-band. A single hardline co_nmunication line using the on-board ifltercom system is

also available. Voice transmission by the ct'e_-to.ground Support and test personnel is controlled

by the switcti configuration on the three individual crew commnnicatiom center panels, panel 2t,

on the main display con_de, aml the individual cobra cable switches. Voice distribution between

the ground, pef'sonnel and crew is controlled through the capsuie communicat0r's coftsole located

in th_ l.aunch (:omplex 34 |llocklmuse.
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On the afternoo._ of the accident, the test had been plagued with communication difficLdties.

Communications had been sometimes good, generally poor, and occasionally intermittent. At the

time Of the accident, the spacecraft test personnel thought that the communications problems had

been "'worked around". VOice quality was still poor, however, and it was subsequently discovered.

that the Command Pilot's communications were continuously keyed. Post-accident inspection dis-

closed discrepancies between all three communications pa'.'_els with respect to positions of the VHF

and intercom swii.o.hes.

f. On-Board Fire Fighting Equipmet_t:

There were no provisions for extinguishing a fire within the spacecraft at the time of the acci-

dent. This stat0ment is .based on the on-board crew stowage lis*. in effect for the AS-204 Space

Vehicle Plugs Out Integrated Te_t. No procedur_ existed at the time oi" the fire for On.board fire

fighting by the crew.

g. On-BOard Fire Detection Equipment:

The primary, means of fire detecticn available to the crew were the physlological Cues of smell,

sight and touch. With helmet visors Closed (as w_s the case) they were limited tO sight and touch

only. No instrumentation other than normal spacecraft systems instruments were available for fire

warning. Depending upon the source of ignition, the normal spacecraft systems instrumentation could

indicate a hazardous condition such as excessive electrical current flow. However, the normal in-

struments apparently did not pro;vide any warning to the crew in the case of this accident.

4. EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT EXTERNAL TO THE SPACECRAFT:

a. Fixed Facility Fire Extinguishing Equipment:

Launch Complex 34 is supplied by two separate water systems, Potable Water and Industrial

Water. The potable water supplies the safety showers, eye baths, and two lt/4 inch diameter 50-foot

reel hose lines on each of the spacecraft work levels. This system was operable during the emer-

gency.

The Firex 'sVater System (deluge) supplies industrial water to four spray nozzles on each space-

craft level. Local push-button controls are at all exits to the elevators. However, these controls

were not operable during the time of the accident because the system was being modifi2d and had

not been functionally tested.as a complete system. Had water deluge been necessary on the Com-

mand Module level, two valves on the Service Xlodule.levOl (A-7) would have had to be manually

operated. There is no remote (from the blockhouse) activation capability for this system.

On the See'ice Module (S,.Xl), a Gaseous Nit_'ogen (GN 2) Deluge System is used to inert the

S/M in the event of Hydrogen leakage during or after Liquid Hydrogen (l.tt 2) servicing. The

GN 2 system .was not active for the Space Vehicle Plugs Out Integrated Test since I,tt 2 servicing

activities were not involved..

b. Portable Fire Fighting Equipment. at the5 C Work Levels: .

The Pan American Aviation (PAA) Fire Department inventor3: calls for two 50-pound wheel

Carbon Dioxide (C(1o3 units and two 15-pound hand-held CO 2 units on each S/C work level.

The latest Fire Department inspection of these units was not within the 30-day inspection sched-

ule. (Enclosure 13-10). Under full flow conditions (outlet valve wide open), all of the above units

have a specification flow time of 10 to 3_ seconds

.\n inventory following the accident shows that two 50-potmd wheeled CO o units, sixteen 15-

pound CO 2 units and one 30-pound d_" pt_'det unit were expended on the C/M fire. Two 15-

pound (:{}2 units were used on the .Ner,.-ice Module The additional units we.re carried to the S/C

levels to aid in extinguishing the fire.

c. Auxiliary Breathing Apparatus:

There were 80 masks awtilablr at the S (: work levels at the time of the accident. The masks

were packed in sealed boxes (20 mask_, t_ a box) 'ocated as follows: One box on the lower S/M

work l_,el {A-b). two I_uxrs on the (:, ._l ,._ot'k level (A-8)_ and one box on the .%.XI work level

(A-7) ()f the available masks. 7{i w,'.'rr" Mine ._afety Appliance (.X[S.\_ Rocket Propellant Fuel
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Handler's Gas Masks incorporating M-15A1 type canisters, These canisters are designed for use

in the presence of toxic vapors and are not suitable for use in high smoke density situations. The
remaining four masks were Wilson masks containing LG-6-RTGD canisters which inClude smoke
filters as well as toxic vapor protection.

Witness statements (Reference report by Panel 12) indit/ate that the dense smoke concentration

in the White Room was a major deterrent to the rescue effort. Investigation indicates that 15 of

the MSA masks and 3 of the Wilson masks had been used in the rescue attempt.
d. Protective Clothing:

The test in progress was not classified as hazardous; therefore, no special protective clothing
was required to be available. S/C technicians on station were clothed in the normal white cover-
alls or smocks over street clothes.

e. External Hatch Removal Equipment:

No special emergency provisions were available for rapid cabin depressurization and hatch re,

moral from the outside. Tools normally used for installing and removing the hatches were in the
hatch close-out kit along with 34 other associated items. This kit was located in the White Room

to the left of tile access arm entry door A special heavy duty hatch removal tool had been devel-

oped by, the Emergency Egress Working Group for use by the Pad, Egress Team.. It is more rugged

and easier to use than tile standard tool and is normally available in the White Room only during
launch countdown or countdown demonstration when the Pad Egress Team is on station; therefore,
it was not there at the time of the AS-204 accident.

Cabin depressurization, if required from outside the S/C, can be accomplished by removing
the plug from the inner hatch purge fitting. Venting is then accomplished through an effective
opening of 0.378 square inches. Figure 3 of Enclosure 13-6 indicates that 80 seconds would be

required to vent by this method from 16.4 psia to a pressure that would allow inner-hatch re..

moral. An alternate venting method of breaking the inner-hatch window had been approved for
use in Pad Egress Team operations, if required.

f. Ventilation Equipment for Smoke Removal:

There is no ventilation equipment in the White Room that would remove smoke. Filtered

conditioned air is supplied to the White Room from the facility conditioning air plant. There are

two exhaust . ventilating fans on the C/M work level. These were operating during the time of
the accident. Two exhaust fans were being installed on the lower S/M level, (A-6) but at the

time of the accident, they were not operable. There are no exhaust fans on the upper S/M level
(A,7) for the removal of smoke.

g. Test Team Personnel Evacuation Equipment:

There are two means of access or escape; elevators and stairs. There are five elevators and

two stairways from ground level to I,evel 9 (one level above S/C level). The stairways are located
on the outer structure, one on the North side and one on the South side. There is also one inner.

structure stair.ray from Level 9 to Level A-6 where it is possible to reach the South outer-structure

stair_vay. On other S, C levels, there is not direct, access to the outer-structure stairways.

There are five doorways to the inner-structure on the C,'M and S/M levels. All doors are

equipped with inside panic bars and open out. For security reasons, all doors except one were

locked from outside (could be opened from the inside but not from outside). However. the only
means of escape from any of the elevator bridges, if the elevator is not available, is to re-enter the

inner.structures. A personnel hazard resulted during the subject accident when one member of the

test team s_as locked out and reached a stairway by climbing out across structural members. The

access arm door which must be used for ingress or egress to the umbilical tower is an inward

(toward the White Room) swing door. It has a pull latch on the inside and a push button latch
on the outside.

h Communication Eqtfipment:

Communications to the S, 6.: levels are provided by four standard black phone,, operational

intercom (OIS). hard lines and the public address IP,\_ system. The OIS hard lines provide for

.!
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communications to the blockhouse, support building, neces._ary NAA and NASA trailers, control

center, and crew members on board the spacecraft.

The PA system is controlled from the blockhouse and any OIS station can be patched in for

transmltting PA announcements. For this test, the Test Supervisor's console was the only trans-

mitting station patched in.

i. Emergency Lighting:
There are no fixed or portable emergency battery lights on the S/C work levels or in the

White Room. The only auxiliary lighting available during the emergency was a limited number of

personal flashlights.

j. Stand-by Emergency Equipment at Launch Complex 34:
Due to the non-hazardous classification of the S/C test operation, there were no medical or fire

equipment or personnel on standby at the Launch Complex in support of the operation. AFETR
disaster team and fire fighting equipment arrived at the Launch Complex within five minutes of

the first indication of the emergency. The first firemen to arrive at the spacecraft were not equipped

with self-contained breathing apparatus. One fireman had to return to the bottom of the gantry

to obtain suitable equipment.

k. Complex 34 Egress Facilities:
The facilities for flight crew egress at Complex 34 include the Apollo Access Arm and Enviro-

mental Enclosure (White Room) as depicted on Enclosure 13-11. During post-accident investigation,

the following undesirable features of these t:acilities were noted:
(1) The fiberglass ledge at opening between the White Room (W/R) and S/C makes egress

difficult.

(2) A low step in the W/R leading to the S/C entry hatch is a tripping hazard.

(3) The combination hinged and sliding door normal exit from the W/R is very difficult to

operate.
(4) Two steps along the access arm (onc at the pivot point and.one at the W/R entrance

door) could cause a fully suited crewman to trip.

(5) The access arm entry door at thc juncture of the work level is hinged inward and incorpora.

tes no means for emergency escape.
5. FLIGHT CREW EMERGENCY TRAINING:

a. AS-204 primary crew spacecraft egress training was conducted in the mockup building at NAA-

Downey, utilizing Block 2 mockup on July 13, 1966. The mockup was equipped with flight
type couches, restr_tint system, and pressure and ablative.hatches. A White Room adapter mockup

similar to the one on Launch Complex 34 was used. The training included a 30-minute lecture

on procedures and equipment and an examination of the hatches and latching mechanisms. Fol-

lowing crew ingress, the hatches were installed and a total of, four practice egress runs.were per-
formed in street clothes. Several improvements to the egress procedures were made as a _'esult

of this session.

b. Fttrther crew training specifically for purposes of effecting spacecraft egress was conducted at the

Manned Spacecraft Center and in the Gulf of ,Mexico as a part of water egress training. A total

of four egress exercises were conducted as a part of this training. Pressure Garment ,_semblies were
s_.orn by the cress" in all of the. egress rims. The boilerp!ate vehicle used was in a near-flight con-

figuration with all significant geometry, couches, and pressure and ablative hatches installed. The

boost protective cover was not used. Its use would be inappropriate for water egress.
c. On January 24, 1967. the Emergency Egress Working Group of thc Apollo Launch Operations

Committee bricfed the AS-204 flight cress' for approxknatcly two hours. As a result of this briefing,

sevcr:d minor changes were made to the procedures in order to make them more compatible with

pad t-_ress requirements (Reference Paragraph (].2.;_.).

The egress exercise to be conducted at the end of the Space Vehicle Plugs ()ut Integrated

Test on ,lanuars" 27. 1967. was to be the most valid run.through of the procedure up to that
time. It was to be the first egress demonstration with the actual spacecraft in prelaunch configura-

tion ,and with full flight ,,quiprnent utilized by the cress.
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6. CHECKOUT TEST TEAM EMERGENCY TRAINING:

a. The spacecraft test team personnel most closely associated with emergency operations involved

in the AS-204 accident were the technicians at the spacecraft. They were responsible for external

removal of the _pacecraft hatches under normal circumstances. The NAA personnel primarily as-

gned this function were the Pad Leader (who has the responsibility for all technicians working

on or around the spacecraft), the mechanical engineer, and his two assigned mechanical techni-

cians. None of the NAA personnel on duty at the time of the accident had ever been given training
in hatch removal operations under emergency conditions. Hatch technicians on station at the time

of the accident had all performed hatch installation and removal operations under normal condi-
tions on numerous occasions and were familiar with the procedures involved.

b. The NASA, KSC Test Supervisor stationed in the firing room of the blockhouse has overall test

team responsibility during test operations on Launch Complex 34. Detailed spacecraft test functiom

are delegated by the Test Supervisor to the $/C Test Conductor also stationed in the firing room.
The ,Test supervisor and S/C Test Conductor on duty at the time of the AS-204 accident were

both experienced in hazardous egress practice operations. They had both participated in similar

egress operations on numerous manned Gemini and Mercury operations. The Test Supervisor had
conducted the only previous Launch Complex 34 hazardous egress exercise on Apollo which was

performed during the AS-202 Countdown Demonstration Test in August 1966.

c. There is no record of any type of emergency training exercises pertinent to general launch pad

hazardous operations having been conducted on Launch Complex 34. Personnel assigned to pyro-

technic, hypergolic, and cryogenic handling operations do receive specific training in the hazards

involved in those activities. However, there are no regular emergency drills to insure that all pad
personnel are familiar with the location and use of the available emergency equipment.

7. INVESTIGATION OF THE METHODS PRESENTLY USED TO IDENTIFY HAZARDS AND DOCUMENT
EMERGENCY PROCEDUq_ES:

a. Spacecraft ground test operations at KSC are primarily documented in Operational Checkout

Procedures (OCP) prepared by the contractor and approved by NASA-KSC-SCO pers,,nnel. Spe-
cial non-repetitive type test operations are documented on Test Preparation Sheets (TPS)which

are originated by contractor system engineers and also approved by KSC-SCO. The process by
which test requirements from MSC are transferred into specific OCP's is defined in detail in the

Panel 7 report. The following discussions are confined to the hazard identification and emergency
prodedure provisions of that process.

b. Primarily, the documented instructions for determining hazardous and emergency procedures for
S/C test documents are contained in the Apollo Pre-Flight Operations Procedure (APOP). As

defined in APO,P G-100 (Enclosure 13,12), this document is the instrument by which joint contrac-

tor/NASA management directives are documented, approved and levied upon the S/C operations
conducted at KSC. APOP 0-202 (Enclosure 13-13) is the pertinent directive concerning the genera-

tion of test procedures and the associated safety considerations..The KSC document defining the
overallsafety program at KSC is Kennedy Management Instruction (KMI)17'10.1 (Reference

13-7) which includes general guidelines concerning the generation and approval of hazardous test

documents. A third documented source of instructions concerning this subject is a NAA internal
directive (Enclosure 13-14).

c. Review of these thlee sources reveals a certain amount of specific instructions, but very little

in the form of an overall plan for insuring adequate safety considerations and emergency procedures
in the test documents. In actual practice, those features of the S/C OCP's are developed as defined
in the following paragraphs.

d. The Test Outline (Reference Panel 7 Report) for each spacecraft defines, in outline form, all

of the tests planned for that vehicle at KSC. The Contractor Safety Office reviews the outline
and establishes a list of the operations considered hazardous. The criteria for determination of the

hazardous tests in based upon guidelines established in Reference 13-7. The list of hazardous OCP'S

and all of the test outlines are reviewed by'the KSC and AFETR Safety Offices. They, in turn,

release a letter e._tablishing the official KSG and AFF, TR Safety Review Requirements List de-
signating the OCP's for that S'C which mustbe reviewed and approved by those offices.

E
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e. OCP's are prepared by contractor oper_:tions support personnel in /:onjunction with contractor

system engineers. The OCP writer, or originator, is responsible for including all references to safety,
hazardous situations and emergency instructions. The instructions defining tl_e scope of this re-

sponsibility are completely geneeal and i_, m_ny instances vague. As a result, the specific test pro-

cedures reflect a lack of definitive instructions in these areas.

f. Copies of the draft release of proceflures identified as hazardous are reviewed by the (_ontractor

Safety Office and the systems engineers. Significant comments or inputs from the Contractor Safety
Office are incorporated in the master-draft copy which is th('n approved by KSC-SCO, and pub-

lished as the released document,

g. Copies of released test procedures are forwarded tO the KSC Safety Office. Those procedures

specified on the list created in paragraph 7.d require review and approval by KSC Safety, Pro-
cedures invoh'ing hazardous operations at AFETR are forwarded by KSC Safety to AFETR Safety

for comments and approval. Approval by KSC Safety, is made in writing to the contractor after

AFI_TR Safety has signified their formal approval. Receipt of formal KSC Safety Office approval

(after the procedure is released) is a constraim upon initiating the test operation involved.
h. Revisions to procedures originally reviewed by the KSC Safety Office. require the same review

and approval as the basic document. The AFETR Safety' Office must also approve revisions to

procedures which will be conducted under their jurisdiction. Real-time deviations required during
the perfonnauce of a test procedure are orally approved by the responsible on-site Safety Supervisor.

to the NASA Test Conductor.
i. There is no fonnal review requirement in the area of S/C safety or emergency procedures between

KSC and MSC. As described in Panel 7"s report, the existing procedure review system between
the two Centers is loosely defined. There is no approval requirement from the MSC Flight Crew

Operations Directorate on those procedures involving flight crew participation.

j. TPS's as defined in paragraph 7.a do not presently require review or approval by eitlaer Con-
tractor or KSC Safety Offices. The TPS originator is responsible .for determining safety or emer-

gency considerations and for soliciting Safety Office review.

D. FINDINGS AND DETERMINATIONS

1. FINDING
The applicable test documents and flight crew procedures for the AS-204 Space Vehicle Plugs

Out Integrated Test did not include safety considerations, emergency procedures or emergency equip-

ment requirements relative to the possibility of an internal spacecraft fire during the operation.

DETER.M IN..XTION
The absence of any significant emergenc.y preplanning indicatc's that the test configuration (pressur-

ized 100 percet'tt oxyget: cabin atmosphere) was not classified as a potentially hazardous operation.

'2. FINDING
There are no documented safety instructions or emergent)" procedures in existence which are appli-

cable to the po_ibilit)' of a serious internal spacecraft fire.

I) ETERMINATI()N
The occurrence or an internal spacecraft fire of the magtaitude and intensity experienced in this

accident was not considered to be a significant po,_sibility under any operational circumstances.

3. FINDING
The propagation rate of the fire involved in the ..\S-204 accident was extremely rapid (Reference

report by Panel 5). Removal of the three spacecraft hatcht_ to effect emergency egress froth either the
inside or outside involved a mininmm of 40 and 70 seconds respectively under ideal conditions.

I)ETI.'R.M INATION
Considering the rapidity of propagation of flw fire and the time constraints imposed by the existillg
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spacecraft hatch configuration, it is doubtful that any amount of emergency preparation would have
precluded injury to the crew prior to crew egress.

4. FINDING

Procedures for unaided egress from the spacecraft were documented and available. The AS-204

flight crew had participated in a total of eight egress exercises employing those procedures.

DETERMINATION

Tiac AS-204 flight crew was familiar with and well trained in the documented emergency crew
procedures for effecting unaided egress from the spacecraft.

5.FINDING

The Apollo Flight Crew Hazardous Egress Procedures Manual contains procedures relativeto

unaided, aided and incapacitatedflightcrew egress.By scope and definition,thisdocument iscon-

cerned only with evacuation of the flightcrew from the spacecraftand the pad under hazardous condi-

tionsoccurringprimarilyexternalto the spacecraftduring a launch operation.

DETERMINATION

The Apollo Flight Crew Hazardous Egress Procedures Manual does not contain adequate emergenc Z

provisions for significant emergency conditions internal to the spacecraft any time the crew is on board.

6. FINDING

The spacecraft pad work team on duty at the time of the accident had not been given emergency

training drills for combating fires in or around the spacecraft or for emergency crew egress. They
were trained aud equipped only for a normal hatch removal operation.

DETERMI NATION

The spacecraft pad work team was not properly trained or ,equipped to dfect an. efficient rescue
operation under the conditions resulting from the fire.

7. FINDING

There was no equipment on board the spacecraft designed to detect or extinguish a.cabin fire.

DETERMINATION

The flight crew had to rely upon physiological cues to detect the presence of a fire. When all

face masks were closed, the cues were limited to sight and touch.. Once detected, there were no means

by .which. the fire could have been contained or extinguished.

8. FINDING

Frequelat interruptions and failures had been experienced in the overall communications system
during the operations preceding the accident. At the time the accident occurred, the status of the system
was still under assessment.

DETERMINATION

The status of the overall communication system was marginal for the support of a normal opera-

tion. It cannot be assessed as adequate in the presence of an emergency condition,

9. FINDING

Emergency equipment ptovided at the spacecraft work levels consisted of portable CO 2 fire ex-
tinguishers, Rocket Propellant Fuel Handler's Gas Masks and 1-1/4,inch diameter fire hoses.

DETERMINATION

The existing emergency equipment was not adequate to cope with the conditions of the fire. Suit-

able breathing apparatvs, additional portable CO 2 fire extinguishers, direct personnel evacuation routes

D.13.12



and smoke removal ventilationare significantitems whiCh would have improved the reactioncapability

ofthe personnelinvolved,

I0. FINDING

There are steps and doorways on the Launch Complex 34 Apollo Ac'.cess Arm and in the environ-

mental enclosure (White Room) which consitu.te safety hazards, particularly under emergency conditions.

DETERMINATION

The present configuration of the access arm and White Room is not compa.tible with emergency

personnel evacuation requirements or with fast, safe flight crew egress.

11..FINDING

During the preparationof S/C testprocedures at KSC, safetyconsiderationsfor hazardou.sopera-

tionsand documentation of applicableemergency procedures are limitedin most casesto routine safety

referencenotationsand emergency pOwer-down instructions.

DETERMINATION

Insufficient emphasis, is applied by the .test procedure originator upon documenting emergency pro-

cedures and identifying specific hazards and applicable safety requirements.

12. FINDING

Under the existing method of test procedure processing at KSC, the cognizant Safety Offices review

only those procedures which are noted in the OCP outline as involving hazards. Official approval by
KSC and AFETR Safety is accomplished after the procedure is published and released.

DETERMINATION

The scope of contractor and KSC Safety Office participation in test procedure development is

loosely defined and poorly documented. Post-procedure-release approval by the KSC Safety Office does

not insure positive and timely eoordinatiozt of all safety considerations.

13. FINDING
Criteria for defining hazardous test operations are not complete.

D ETERM I NAT I ON

A positive method does not exist for insuring identification and documentation of all possible hazards

involved in test operations.

14. FINDING

Requirements for the_review and concurrence of KSC S/C test procedures by MSC are not well

defined.

DETERMINATION

The present review system does not insure that MSC concurs with released KSC test procedures.

Enclosure
13-I

13-2

E. SUPPORTING DATA

Memo dated Nov. 19, 1965, containing minutes of the First Apollo Emergency Egress

Working Group Meeting and a copy of the Charter of that group.

KSC KMI 1150.8 dated Oct. 11, 1966, defining the Charter of the Apollo Launch

Operations Committee.
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13-3

!3-4

13.5

13-6

13-7

13,8

13-9

13,10

13-11

13-12

13.13

13-14

Time line for unaided flight crew egress. Page 25 of the Apollo Flight Crew Hazardous

Egress Procedures Manual.

Time live for aided and incapacitated flight crew egress. Pages 26 and 27 of the Apollo

Flight Crew Hazardous Egress Procedures Manual.

Page 0-8 of OCP FO.K-0021-1 showing documented safety instructions for the AS-204

Space Vehicle Plugs Out Integrated Tc_c.

BELLCOM, INC. report concerning C/M depressurizationduring terminal countdown.

Case 330, datedJan, 20, 1967.

Figure I-4 of Apollo Operations Handbook CAOH) showing spacecrafthatch arrangement

viewed from the outside.

Drawing of spacecraft inner hatch showing emergency handle, viewed from inside.

MSC memo dated Jan. 26, 1965, concerning the results of Gemini suit flammability test.

Memo dated Mar. 8, 1967, concerning inspection of the fire extinguishers used at the

time of the AS-204 incident.

Drawing of Apollo Access Arm and environmental chamber. Page B-10 of the Apollo

Flight Crew Hazardous Egress Procedures Manual.

Definition of the Apollo Preflight Operations Procedures APOP G-100, dated Nov. 4,1966.

Instructions for processing test procedures APOP 0-202, dated May 13, 1966.

NAA Florida Facility Implementing Instruction, II 12-5, dated Jan. 27, 1966, titled,

Safety Criteria for Apollo C/M and S/M and S II Operations.
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FROM "
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MAY il_ EDLTSC_i

GIk4 GI_. NES. NO. I[?

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
Distribution

r

DATE: November 19, 1965

Memo No. SC033-65-214

Chairman, Apollo Emergency Egress Working Group

Minu_s of the First Apollo Emergency Elress Working Group MeeBing

i. The £1_st meeting of the Apollo Emergency Egress Working Group

was held at Kennedy Space Center (KSG) on 18 November 1965. The

charter was read and approved and a copy has been enclosed. Per

Section 3 of the charter_ each member organization is requested to

furnish the chairman the names of a primary member and an alternate.

2. The following act ion items were given to the Working Group and

were discussed:

a. A discussion was centered on the access arm and environment

room mock-up procurement, and the design of a mock-up with flight

weight equipment. It was decided that a suited-astronaut-run with

flight type equipment would be mandatory to obtain adoquate time

motion studies to develop the operational procedul=s. An a ztion item

was placed on the Apollo Launch Operations Panel (.&LOP) Imergency

Egress Sub-panel through Frank W. Horn to have a suitable mock-up

review as soon as possible for both the Block I and Block II versions.

b. It was also decided that air packs are needed in the environment

controlled room on the access arm for each crew member and should be

in place for launch. SafeLy showers are needed at level A on the LUT

(Complex 39); a survey will be made by Norris Gray of SOP-22 to determine

the need for additional showers.

c. ALOP asked this Working Group to decide on placement of the

pyro bus arm swiLch, elevator controlt and access arm controls. To

properly place the switches and controls it will b_ necessary to define

the relationship between the Lg//nch Direc tot, Test Supervisor_ and

Test Conductor. The KSC Test Conductur Office has been assigned this as

an action item to report on by December 15j 1965.

d. The manning of the emergency ar_Lred vehicles was discussed

wi_h the three (3) Mll3's each being manned by a Pan American Airways

Pad Safety Supervisorl two (2' PAA firemen, and two (2) DOD medical

technicians. The M59 armored fire fighting vehicle manning will be

de_ermined by Norris Gray and the rescue personnel.

Buy U.i Sarings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Sa,4ngs Plan

ENCLOSURE 13..-1
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I

3, Cleanliness requirement was discussed by L, Miller of Bellcom
and an _ir lock or other cleanliness require_ent changes to the
aCCess arm may be made. Any changes to the access arm will be reviewed

by this group to deter_ine the emergency egress impact.

4. There is a need to define what criteria is to be used for determining
hazardous and emergency conditions. This will be discussed at the next

meeting.

5. The nex_ meeting will be held after the mock-up review discussed
above,.

S: T. aeddingfl_ld
Chairman

I
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APOLLO _Q_CY. EGRESS w0m_Nc, GS0_

The Apollo Emergency Egress working group is establlshed by the A_llo

IAunch Operations Committee to dev_lep and integrate spacecraft crewman

egress procedures for the pad areas of the Saturn ApOllo Operations.

2. Function.

The Working Group will be the direct link between the Apollo Launch

Operations Panel and the various organizations performing special activities

in the egress-rescue area.

The Working Group will recognize existing organizations, provide

guidelines, make recommendations, and formulate procedures as necesssa'Y to

coordinate and integrate all elements of the egress operation.

3- The formal membership of the Working Group consists of the foliowing:

NASA k_C-SCO Chairman

NASA MSC - APO

NASA - MSC - FCSD
NASA - MSC Landing Recovery Division

NAA - NAA-21

NASA -k_C LVO
AFETR - ETOES-I - PAFB

PAA - Pad Safety
NASA - _'/M_ (_Un_)

NASA - I_KED .

NASA - LVO

One permanent member and one alternate member will be designated by
each ,,ember organization s_d wlll represent their organization in all Working"

Group functions.

h. Meetings will be held as necessary to accomplish the function of the

WorMing Group. Authority for calling meetings rest with the chalrm_n.

Reports: Minutes of _ Working Group Meetings will be provided by
chairman for distribution to members and the chairman of the ApoLlo Launch

Operations C_m_ittee.

Po C. po,_nelly _ T. Be d
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TO

TRANSMITTAL SHEET

_tH*,

MAT|RtA_ TRANSMITTID

October _I, *r

KMI 1150, 8, "Apollo Launch Operations Committee"

This is a new Instruction.

FILIN_ INSTRUCTIONS

File in a Standard 3*ring binder in numerical sequence, in accordance
with the alphabetic prefix which identifies the type of issuancc.

ENCLOSURE 13-2
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KMI 1150, 8

OctOber 11, 1965
Effective Date

SUBJECT

JOHN F. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, NASA

MANAGEMENT INSTRUCT_ION

: APOLLO LAUNCH OPERATIONS COMMITTEE .

io PURPOSE

This Instruction incorporates into the KSC Issuance System

as Attachment A the charter establishing the Apollo Launch

Operations Committee.

Chief, Admimstrative Services Office

Attachment:
A. Charter--Apollo Launch Operations Committee

Distribution "H"
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ATTACHMENT A to
KMI 1150.8

CHARTER

APOLLO LAUNCH OPERATIONS COMMITTEE

1. pUaPOSE

This charter establishes an Apollo Launch Operations COmmittee

at KSC and assigns Certain responsibilities and authorities to it. The
ALOC is a NASA-Contractor Management Team responsible to the

DireCtor, Launch Operations.

2. OBJECTIVES & RESPONSIBILITIES

The objective of the Apollo Launch Operations Committee (ALOC)

is to provide the KSC, Launch Operations Directorate, a management
tool for assuring coordination of Apollo prelaunch/launch interorg aniza-
tional operational activities at the Kennedy Space Center. The primary

responsibilities of the ALOC are to:

a. Serve as a point of input into the Launch Operations
Directorate for Apollo prelaunch/launch operational

problems which affect the working interfaces between
the various elements in the total launch team.

b. Develop problem definitions, propose solutions, and
forward to the cognizant KSC organizations for decision

and/or action,

c. Receive reports, status Uxiormation, and recommended
Solutions on problem areas from supporting working

groups and operational organizations,

d. Serve as a policy reviewing group; providing guidance
and policy advice for assuring coordination and effectis'e

solution to problem areas.

e. Serve as a mechanism for the Director of Launch Operations
to implement mana,,,ement policy that has been established

by the Center Director of a prelaunch/launch operational
nature, and

f. Provide input t_, tht, Space Vehicle Planning • Supervisi_m
Office such that Launch Operation Plans, Space Vehicle

Test Sequences. at:d Space Vehicle Test Catalogxles may be

developed in comphance with the test requwements.
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ATTACHMENT A to
KMI 1150.8

o CHAIRMAN

The Chairman of the Apollo Launch Operations Conm_ittee Will

be the Director, Launch Operations or his designated representative.

,, ORGANIZATION

The Apollo Launch Operations Con.mittee will be supported by

two n;anagement subcon mittees, Saturn IB and Saturn V.

Q. IV;EMBERSHIP

Men bership on the Apollo Launch Operations Con mittee will
consist of representatives from appropriate n anagenent elements
of KSC, other NASA elen-entS and interfacing organizations. A
list of nen- bcrs of the Apollo Launch Operations Con mittee and

the industry representatives of the Saturn IB and Saturn V sub-
committee is as follows:

APOLLO LAUNCH "_PERATIONS COI_qMITTEE lV,EMBERSHIP

Chairn,an Director, Launch Operations

Space Vehicle Test Supervisor

Saturn IB Operations IVanager

Saturn V Operations Manage r

Technical Planning & Scheduling Office

Apollo Spacecraft Operations IVanager

LEM Spacecraft Operations Manager

Chief Spacecraft.Test Conductor.
Representative, Assistant Director.for Inforn ation Systen's, KSC

Representative, Assistant Director for Support Operations, KSC

Repr.esentative,

Representative,
Repre._entative,
Representative,
Representative,

Operations, l_
Repre sent at ive,
Repre_entdtxve,
Representat ire,
Recorder

Director, Plans, Programs. & Resources, KSC

Apollo Spacecraft Progran Oflice, MSC

Saturn Industrial Operations, MSFC

Assistant Director for Flight Operations, MSC

Assistant Director for Flight Crew

SC

NASA Hdqt_. Apolh) Flight Operattons

Apollo Support Planmng Office, DOD
Assistant Director for Adn,inistration

SATURN IB SUBCOMMITTEE INDUSTRY REPRESENTATIVES

Repres,'ntative - Chrysler
Represcntattve - Douglas
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ATTACHMENT A to

k._II 1150.8

Representative - North American (Spacecraft)

Representative- Grumman
Representative- IBM (IU)

SATURN V SUBCOMMITTEE INDUSTRY REPRESENTATIVES

o

Representative- Douglas
Representative - North American (Spacecraft)

Representative- Grumman
Representative- Boeing
Representative - North American (Launch Vehicle)

Representative - IBM (IU)_

Representative _ Bendix

Attendance at the subcommittee meetings will be based on the

agenda of each meeting and could possibly include, in addition
to the attendance of appropriate members of the ALOC, and
the above assigned industry representatives, additional repre-
sentatives from industry and the government at the discretion

and invitation of the subcommittee chairman.

MEETINGS

The Apollo Launch Operations Committee will have periodic

meetings which will be called by the Chairman as necessary.

Normally, meetings will be held on a bi-weekly basis.

aa Agenda

Agendas will be provided to all members of Apollo Launch
Operations Committee by the Chairman prior to each

meeting.

b. Minutes

Minutes of Apollo Launch Operations Committee meetings
will be taken by an Apollo Launch Operations Committee

recorder provided by the Chairman. Minutes _,fApollo

Launch Operations Committee meetings will be made

available to all members.

RELATIONSHIP TO KSC ORGANIZATIONAL ELEMENTS.

The creation of the Apollo Launch Operations Cdmmittee does n,_l

change in any respect the,responsibilities of KSC _n.gantzational
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ATTACHMENT A to
KMI 1150.8

elements as currently assigned. The Committee Chairman.
therefore, shall assure that the Committee conducts its
activities with full regard for the assigned functions of other
elements of the Kennedy Space Center.

The Apollo Launch Operations Committee will consider items
assigned by the Director of Launch Operations and report its
findings to him.

APPROVED:
Kurt H. bebus

Director, Launch Operations
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24 JANUARY 1967 APOLLO 0-8
SC - 012 K-0021-1

5.0

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

5.7

SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

SUPERVISION iS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING COMPLIANCE WITH ALL
NASA/HAA APPLICABLE SAFETY RULES AND REGULATIONS.

THE TEST CONDUCTOR SHALL COORDINATE DEVIATIONS FROM ACCEPT-
ED SAFETY STANDARDS, WITH NAA AND NASA SAFETY REPRESENTATIVES..

ALL PERSONNEL WILL BECOME FAMILIAR WITH THE FOLLOWING DOCUMENTS:

A. AFETRM 127-1 RANGE SAFETY MANUAL

B. APPLICABLE SAFETY STANDARD AND SAFETY SUPPORT PLAN.

C. AFETR PAD SAFETY PLAN FOR LC34

D. SOP FOR LC34

E..KSC GENERAL SAFETY PLAN KM1-1710.1 ATTACHMENT-A

ALL PERSONNEL WILL BECOME FAMILIAR WITH THE EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN
PROCEDURE.

THE EMERGENCY PROCEDURE SHALL BE UNFOLDED AND REMAIN VISIBLE
THROUGHOUT THE TEST.

PERSONNEL INVOLVED IN TESTING WILL BE INFORMED OF THE SPECIFIC
HAZARDS OF EACH TEST.

INSTALLED PYROS SHORTED PER OCP'S K-2016 AND 4617.

ENCLOSURE 13-5
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BELLCOMM, INC.

SUBJECT, Final Report: Command Module

Depressurization During Terminal
Countdown - Case 380

DATEr January 20, 1967

FROM, L.G. Miller

ABSTRACT

For gome time, there hag been concern about the time requited to effect on-pad depres-

surization of the CM sufficient to permit hatch opening. Because of their specific interest in

astronaut pad egress under hazardous conditions,, the Emergency Egress Working Group of
ALOC had instituted .an action item to define the scope of the problem. In connection with .

this effort, a.previous memorandum recommended that the times associated with cabin venting

under various conditions be determined experimentally. Such a test was recently performed

and is reported herein.

To verify experimental findings, an analytical solution was attempted. A computer pro-

gram was developed which simulates CM depressurization both in flight and on the ground.

The program is described and compared with one being prepared by NAA. Results are pre-
sented in a form which should aid preplanning for on-pad contingencies, and future application

of the program is briefly described.

The combination of experimental and analytical findings was sufficient to close the action

item.

MEMORANDUM FOR FILE

INTKODUCTION

In a previous memoranduml it was concluded'that the times associated with cabin _ent-

ing under various conditions should be verified experimentally in order to facilitate planning

for on-pad contingencies durin._ final countdown. If the experiments had shown that excessive

time was required to vent tile cabin using the cabin presstire relief valve, it was proposed that

specific methods of improving performance be explored. These consisted of (I) using the post
landing ventilation system, (o-) using the purge fitting tm the side pressure hatch, and (3) de-

termining the time rt.qtured to opvn tht' ,,,ide pre.,,sttro batch under a number of overpressure
conditions.

A cabin _enting testwas subsequently performed at MSC and is described herein. Although

little data was obtained, it _as sufficient to establish the order of magnitude of the time re-

quired to vent the C\I cabin. To extend this knm_'ledge, attention was focused on the mathe-

matical basis [or predicting depressmization t_mes. In order to make use of this theory, it

was necessary to employ a digital computer. Therefore, a FORTRAN IV computer program

which theoretically calculates CM depressurization times under various conditions was de-

veloped by the writer and Miss P. A. Cavedo of Department 2013. The program, named BEPRES,

is described and compared with a similar program prepared at North American Aviation.

I"Comm,md M_dule Pre,,stni/ati, m During Terminal Countdown-Current Status," Case 330, by

1.. (,. Miller, Bell(_mmt \h.morandum tot l'ih', dated ()ctober 1-t, !!)6fi.

ENCLOSURE 13-6
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DEPRESSURIZATION TEST ON S/C 008

A test, in which the CM cabin was partially depressurized via the cabin pressure relief

valve, was performed in conjunction with the S/C 00 8 Thermal Vacuum if/V) Test #3 at MSC.

At an initial cabin pressure of 5 psig (vacuum chamber pressure = Opsig), a valve which sim-
ulates a !_ inch dialneter micrometeoroid puncture was opened. Cabin pressure decreased to

3 psig in 80 seconds at which time the micrometeoroid valve was closed. 1"he cabin pressure

relief valve was then placed in its "manual dump" position, and the cabin pr_ssur6 fell from

3 pgig to 0 psig in 20 seconds. Pressure" _'ag reported to have been measured with a large

diameter (approximately 25-30 inches) pressure gage havif_g a scale of from zero to 15 psig.

SIGNIFICANCE OF .TEST RESUI.TS

Flight crew hazardous egress procedures require that th.e CM cabin be vented as soon as

the egress decision has been announced. Since(13 NAA has indicated that it is quite unlikely

that the CM cabin pressure will be in excess of 2 psig after CM closeout and (2)it takes ap.
proximately 40 seconds for the CM Access 3,tin to extend and attach to the LES tox_;er, the

time reported in the -1""V test is considered to be compatible with egress requirements for aid.
ed and unaided egress during the period following spacecraft closeout. This leaves two
cases unresolved.

The first case is for "Incapacitated Flight Crew." In order for difficulties to arise, all

three crewmen would have to be incapacitated2. In this unlikely case, any cabin overpressure

would have to be vented through a purge fitting on the inner side crew hatch (i.e. the side
pressure hatch).

The second case, which could occur prior to spacecraft closcout, is the possibility of a

hazardous condition during the CM cabin leak check. Cabin pressure could be as high as 6.2

psig, and depressurization times using either the cabin pressure relief valve or the purge
fitting would be of interest.

The lack of data f_r the two cases cited above promI_led an investigation of the theoreti-

cal basis for predicting depressurization times. If the available data could be duplicated.
the formula would then be used to predict deprt'ssuri/ation tin'e-; for the remaining cases.

"l'he iterative nature of the calc:ilation called f¢_, the use of a digital computer in p_',forming

the work. llence, fIEPRES came into being. I'D matht,mat_cal theory behind this F(]RTR.-\N
IV program and the program itself are described in ),ppendix A.

I'SE OF Till:. I)EPRES PROf;RAM

An earl?, version of DI._PRES 3 was used to simulale O,!. depressurization on the launch

pad from overpr/.,ssures of 3.00 and li.20 psig. The results, plotted in terms ot absolute pres-
sure, are shown in Figures 1 and '2 for three different vahes of orifice coefficient. Since

P-Ordinaril_,, the crewman in the h'ft hand conch _ould ,_pen the cahin prcs'_ure relief valxe.

It is p,_'_sible, though, that tt,e other crewmen c<_ld teach mer or cra_d ovt.r and perfr_rm the
task.

3Ser Al_pendix IL
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the area is a constant in _ iteration formula, varying K corresponds with varying the effec-

tive are of the orifice used for depressurization (cf. Appendix A wh_'rt_ effective area is de-

fined as the product KA). Figure 1 Show._ th6 data point obtained during the #3 T/V test.

Both figures Show the value predicted by a conservative method of calculation contained in
a Bellcomm Memorandum for File 4 by T, A. Bottomley.

Information obtained from NAA specifies an effective ar_a for the cabin pressure rellef

valve of 1.5 sq. in. in the manual dump mode. ttence, for the cases shown in Figure' I, the

data point should fall between the cur_es for K = .7 and K = .8. Considering the asymptotic

nature of the curves, agreement is quite good. If we extend this level of cofifidence to the
curves of Figure 2, it can be seen that depressurization from an overpressure of 6.2 psia

should.take about 28 seconds, a time which is quite rea._onable with respect to egress require
ments. __

A round of discussions folio.wed which probed the need for a computer program with.

broader capabilities. Interest was expressed in acquiring the in,house (i.e. Bellcomm) capa-

bility for calculating depresgurization times in flight; this called for a program which could

duplicate the response of the Environmental Control System (ECS) to both intentional and

unintentional cabin depressurizations. A number of other refinements were also considered.

The subsequent changes are described in Appendix A, and the program itself will be found

in Appendix C.

This refined version of 1)EPRES, without the ECS option, was nsed to compute on.pad

depressurization times with an area corresponding to that of the purge fittiug on the inner

side crew hatch. Overpressures ranging from 6.2 to 0.3 psi were used, the results being

shown in Figure 3. The curve represents time required to depres._urize to 0.1 psig from

various values of cabin overpressure. The data is most useful for planning purposes when

presented in this form, A companion curve, representing depressurization through the cabin

pressure relief valve, is shown in Figure .t.

COMPARISON WITtl NAA PROGRAM

ttaving developed what appeared to be a useful tool for studying depressutization prob-

lems, a number of telephone contacts were made at both. MSC and N.\A in order to determine

if the DEPRES program could be profitably applied by those organizations. Some encourage-
ment was offered by ECS per.gonnel from both groups, and a conference was arranged. Thus.

the writer had the opportunity to examine and discuss an NAA computer program which, it

was learned, ha... been developed during tht' past year or so, It differs from DEPRES in t_vo

major respects. First, it simulates reptessurization of the CM and pressurization of the !.\1

as well as CM depressurization, becondly, flw eifects of upstream pressures and tenlpeta-

tures are considered in determining ECS flow rates. This latter difference gives a slightly

conservative flavor to DEPRES re._ults when the ECS is used to maintain cabin pressures.

Ahtiough a direct comparison of results _as not possihle, one set of data was examined

whi(h seemed to be quite close to the conditions used for a DEI'RES rnn. For a final pres-

4"CSM Depressurization ('onslderations for Astronaut Pad ,,kbort," Cast, :_:_0, by Y. A.

B0ttofnley. Jr., Bellcomm Memorandum for l'tlc, dated March 2.% 1966.
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sure of 0.1 p_ia, DEPRES predicted a depre+qsurization time of 1864 seconds with the ECS
on whereas the NAA prograth predicted.1780 s,:-conds. Resuhs for an intentionatl cabin de-

pressurization, with no attempt to maintain cabin prOssure through the use of the ECS, showed
very close agreement. '|'he times required to reach 0.1 p/qa difDred by no more than a fd,_o

seconds.

The two advantages that DEPRES possesses are its clarity and the ease with which

changes can be accomplished. The NAA program has been developed and modified by sev-
eral different engineers and ig not yet of fie tally documented. This, when added to the multiple-

purl)ose nature of file N.\..\ program, n.akes it ._oinewhat more difficuh to see what is going on.
The fauh could be renwdied, just as DF PRi'S ct)nld be changed to give it a repressurization

capal)ility.

It seems tmlikel3, though, that N.\,-\ will make use of the. DFPRES format since it lacks

the degree of .,_ophisticat+icm _dlich their plogram ctnltam._. (;i_en a continuing need for the
calculatiou_, it seems more probable that Ihcv _ill de\ore some effort toward improving their

o_'n program.

11 is of interest to note that N.X.X also has a boost and reentry program for C$| pressure.

:X brief look indicated that it has tilt' same adwtnta,_c% and disadvantages as the pressurization-

depressurization program, l'hat i,',. it is available, fairly sophisticated, but hard to follow.

('ONCI_['SION'_

Studs of O|l-p.id dt,prcs_ult,'atiun tunc', hn the C'xl ca!he about as an adjunct to the writer's

actixitie,- with lilt' l".melgcncv l'glcss \\inking Group of tilt" Apollo l,aunch Operations Com-

millet. .ks ,i re,-,ult of lilt' \IS(|data and stlbscqtl¢'n| work with the DI:,PRI'S program, it wag

recorntnended that ;tn i:.l:._X(; act!or1 item oxt the ._ubje, t be closed. This memorandum sdll serve,

in part, as at final rcptn:t to lilt + ('halrnlan o[ !tie EEY,G in support of tile cloSnre. In addition,

['igltte% 3 ,lnd .t _hollld _Cl:Xe ,l'_ ,ill ,Idcqu,ltt' planlliilg tool for detenltilltng depresSttrization

times ul|dt'r xatl._u',,, ilOll.,qand,lld ColldlllOllS. I"o! a given cabin pressure, they _'ill yield a

Rood e_,titn,ttt' t,I tilt, titllt+ !-cquucd It+ t+l+t'll tilt" _tde plt,ssure hatch nsilI,R either the cabin

prt".,'_lllt' relief x.tl+,t' ol the puttat' [tllIIIK Oil lilt' h.ltt'h.

I:tlrtht'r x_ork with DI' PRI:_ t'_ planned ill _upl,t+tt of atn ill', e_tigation of IGCS• capabilities.

l'_epressu[l/atloll llllle_ v, tll Iw dt'vt'lopt'd ,1_ ,1 lUll! titlll O[ mictollwteoroid pulltttlte size. alld

intpatt._ on elllt'l",_t'llt'L II-fltRht |It!st t'dlllt'"_ X_,I]I be ._Otlght

'hl't'_,,_,_+l ,G,M-_mp

Att at'hment.'_

Appendixc', \.11

(_opv to Mt",_,r_. I'. 1+. i_,Cltlanuu - .N \9+.\ \IM
(i. !!. Ih_h.ndcr - .X V',.\ MI)-I

I. |'.. Dav-N.kS\ M\I

I. k. ll,_Ictmlh- N.%N.x.M.kt)

I.. (;. Mtller

C. P,idgood

D. R. llagner

]. J. ttibbett

_. C. Ihttinget
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T. A. K_egan - NASA/MA-2

S. T. Beddingfield -- KSC'KB-4
F. W. Horn - KSC/DK

C. A. Turner - KSC 'HC/GE

J. C. Wootton -KSC 'DB

g. J. Gillen -MSC/EC9

C. M. Jones - MSC/FL
R. D. Langley - MSC/ES

J. p. Loftus -MSC/PM5
F..H. Samonski, Jr. - XlSC/EC9

g. S. Sayers - MSC/CF-2t
C. C. V;illiams - \ISC 'CB.7

B. T. Howard

P. g. Knaff

J. Z. Menard
I. D. Nehama
T. L. Powers

I. M. Ross

T. H. Thompson

G. B. Troussoff

R. L. Wagner

Department 1023

Department 2032
Central Eiles

Library

APPEND__A

TtIEORY OF DEPRESSURIZAHON CALCI.'I.ATIONS

The ma_, flow of a compressible fluid through an outlet from a reservoir is given by

where

K =

A =

P I :

P2 :

v

orifice coeffictenl

area of the outlet

alceleration of gravity

pressure of the fhfid in the reserxoir

density of the fluid in th_ reservoir

pres_,tre of fluid out.,,ide the rc._t'rvoir

ratio of specific lu'at_, ,_[ fluid

Putttng

C

P2

P 1
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af_d

rfl : e exp

we have

Q : KAC t P1 Plm

and the ratio. ¢ determines tilt, character of the flow. If

: cxp

the velocity of the fluid throu,_h the orifice is equal to the velocity of sound, and m

is cortslant and equal _o

ill"x' : ¢_ t'xp -- t _ exp
't' Y

l'hen, tilt" mass fhw. dept'nd'_ only upon tilt" parameters of the fhfid and of the reservoir,

(l_imt,nsional units fm thi.'; :\ppcndix _il', bc found in Appendix D.)

Ttti:. DEI'RE_, PR()(;R.\M

.kn cari_, _crsi.n _t the _H_PRILS ping, ram is containe.d in Appendix B. Basically, the .

ptogranl as._umes Ihal an _nlllcl c_t illt'a .\ .i'_ t_pt'llcd dI lilllt' equal to z.ero. The CM cabin has
;.I '_olulllt' of V arid i-, initi,dl_ .u plc,,-,utc P and lempt'raturc T. :_..10(1% oxygen atmosphere

is a,,ulued, _,vllcnt c the value.', h)r K and (;.\M ,,i.e. ]). PO is the p_ws.'y,urc o[ thefluid out,

side tilt' cabin, and (; i.-, lilt' accclerati¢_n of Klavity. .\ final value for. dcn.sit_ of the fluid

in tilt" cabin (RII()I:L couespondlng to a cabin pressure of 1.t.8 psia h_r the present case,

iS ii.'-;ed lo dett'ltlllnt' V,,hell lhe ( ;tl¢ul;llioll ,-.hould ('nd.

_Hwn tilt' ¢Olllptllcr is in,,lluttt'd h_ t'\c¢ ult' the program, all initial value of {luid density

In lhe _abln IKll(), i'_ _ahulal_'d. 1t' Kill) is h's'_ than or equal to RIIOF, the value of N (i,e,

t,lap,_t,d tinw in tcnth-_ of a set<rod+, Kill) and P arc printed. If not, a mass flow late tQN)

through the outlet is computed, and a new xalue of Kilo is obtained, assuming that the flow
rate hold.'_ con,;tant f¢_t a time intt, rt:tl IDI.'1") of .1 secondS. Kilo is then tested again

and it¢'ratitm.', continue until the tcnmnati_m criteria is met. N, Rill) and P art, printed every

._{'('('H_(].

5|',.,e _)[ ,i .01 s_'(_Uld tlnlc tnl¢'t_.al did II_t ,llh'(t re.,.iltll_, significantly.

~

t

,i
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Appendix C contains a more recent ver/qon of I')EI)RES. While the basic" iterative procesg

is the same, a number of refinenwnts have been added. These are listed as follow.q:

1. The constant orifice c, wfficiefit was replaced by K = .85 - .'2'2 EPSI.ON (i.e..'22¢),

thi.4 being a linear approximation of Shapiro's curve* for the variation of orifice coefficient

with pressure ratiO.

'2, A program path was created which apt)roximates the behavit)r of the Environmental

Control System. It include_ a cabin pressure regulator `'_'ith a fhm late (CPREG) which in-

creases, linearly, from zero to full flow between preg,'-ulrcs Pl and P2 and is turned off at PS"
An enlcrgency inflmv regulator, with flow rate EIREG, ope, ns in a sinlilar fashion between P3

and 1'a and stays on until .pressure 1:'6 is reached. ]'.lie En.vironnwntal Control System can
be shut off at any pressure by setting a `' ariahle named PSl'OP. TOTAL is the maximum
flow rate from the Service Module Regulator. It is used to replenish the amount of oxygen

(OTANK) in 'tie surge tank when I",IRI'(; is ou. If the quantity O'I'ANK falls below a certain

amottnt (EMPTY), then the total rio`'`" from the Environmental Control System (QP')equals

TOTAl., assuming that the sy,,,tem ha.s not previously l)een shut off. Losses due to normal

cabin leakage (QI,I'AK) and nletat)olic usage (QMEI'A') are also considered.

3. A test was included to see if.the _aluc of.El)Sl, ON is such that sonic flmv exists in

the orifice. If sonic fit)*'. exists, m .(i.e.._1 in tilt' t)rogram) :lssume-; a (Oll,_lall[ value. (-orre-

sponding to m 6 in the calculation of QN.

-h ..\ valiable (II(CS) was inchtdcd to spe(ifv _vhcther the l(nvironnwntal Control S_._tt,m

is turned on _ :1) or off _ (B. V)hcn II(CS - 1. silltlt, s for QP. ()TANK and QN are printed at

tinle iiltervals ()t ('Hit- %t,cond,

llu' net result of these tt'finements is to gist' l')l'PRl'h the cal)abihty of simulating con-

ditiou_ not only on the hnm(h pad Ilut ill outer .,.,pa(e ;Is well. ]'lit'If i,'., a large amOUllt of

flexibility buih into the prc)gra.n, ih(' _.a[tle.,, ()t bt)lh t(m.,,tants and `',iriablt,s fan be than_4ed

quivkly and ('a_il_.

6A,-,tht'r II. ,_tlal)n_). "l'h(. Ilsnalm(,, and ]hvrmt)(hn,lnu(,, ,)t (i(mq)re,,,,d)h' I"hud I'lms."

Voltlnl(' !. [he R,mahl l)tc_, ,, (.-ml),tn`'. \v_ _olk, 1D53. I_,r,,I(' 1011.
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To :

FROM "
*

SUBJECT:

lit *U

0s*n0t_uLt ;Glttt _. 10
MAY It8_ fDtnO_

GSA ;t_! t4i CrtJ t01-|t.t

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum

[ I I

CF23/C. D. WheelWright

GA/Gemini Program Office DATE: Jail. 26, 1965

CA/Assistant Director t'or Flight Crew
In reply refer to:
CF23-5M-5

Ejection seat catapult rocket fire flash effects on Gemini suit material

Before a full scale 100 percent 0 2 , 14 psi "off-pad" abort test is con-
ducted on the tower at China Lake, it was decided to conduct a series of

pilot tests in. one of the small chambers at MSC. Five 6-inch by 6-inch
swatches were made using the materials in the Gemini thermo integrated

space suit (outer layer HT-1 nylon, 7 layers of mylar and interpressure

vessel). One 6-inch by 6-inch swatch of the outer parachute pack and a
miniature parachute pack were tested in the same manner,

The ,7 swatches of materials, 5 similar to the Gemini space suit, 1 simi-

lar to the parachute pack, and 1 the outer parachute pack covering, were

tested in a 100 percent 0 2, 14 psi environment for high temperature flame
effect. Each swatGh was tested separately in a small chamber. The Swatches

were placed in.the chamber and the chamber was evacuated to 5 mm Hg and
left for 5 minutes to insure complete out-gassing of the swatches: The

chamber was brought to ambient with 100 percent 0 2 and the swatches were
soaked for 5 minutes. At the end of the 5-minute soak, the chamber was

again evacuated to 5 mm Hg for 5 minutes. The chamber was brought to

14 psi with 100 percent O 2 and the swatches Soaked for 30 minutes. At the
end of 30 minutes, a propane flame with a flame temperature above 1,800°F

was brought into contact with the swatches. Each of the 5 suit Swatches
were brought into contact with the flame for 0.5 second, 1 second, 2
seconds. 3 seconds, and 5 seconds respectively. The parachute, pack outer

material was in the flame for 7 seconds and the simulated parachute pack-

age for 2 seconds.

The results were:

a. No scorching occurred before 3 seconds in the flame.

b. Burning occurred after 5 seconds for the suit material.

c. Smoldering occurred after 7 seconds for the parachute outer

pack material.

d. No effect was noted to either the parachute canopy or the pack

during a 2-_econd flame contact duration.

Bt0 U.S. Sazings Bonds Rqularly on the Payoll Savings Plan

................. FT'I I r

ENCLOSURE 13-9
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The attached photographs show tile res_)ts of the above test. All the
matct'ials were in contact with the flame considerably longer than the

suit or parachute would be during an "off-pad" ejection. The maximum
duration that the man is partially engulfed in the flame in an "off-pad"

anort will be 0.01 second (10 milliseconds).

Tile results of these tests indicate that during an ejection, the fire

flash of the ejection scat catapult is not of sUffmient duration to

cause the space suit to burn. Therefore. the test recommended in para-

graph 1 is no longer considered mandatory and adecision to run the test
must be based on program considerations.

/s] D. K. Slayton

l)onald K. Slayton

Enclosures 2

ee:

AM/D. O. Coons

AM2/G. F. Kelly

CB/A. B. Shepard
A. !.. Bean

CF23/J. C. Jocrns

EC/R. S. Johnston
EC4/F S. Dawn

FC8/72. M. Tucker

CF23 :CDWheelwright:bsf 1/22/65

..... I III II'nu .......... r.... --- f luruu u I" - n roll .... IF" - "
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TO :

FROM :

SUBJECT:

' r- I ..... Tf- T " - I

OP?IONAk IrOml_ *qO to J6i0-to?

IdAV till [DI'I'I_

GI_ GW,N IIItl_ NO l?

UNITED STATES GOVERN.MEN'["

Memorandum

Mr. S. Beddingfietd, KB-4.

KSC Fire Protection Officee, RF-I

DATE: March 8, 1967

Fire Extinguishers used on 20._, incident.

1. Attached is a copy listing the conditions found on each extinguisher
used on the 20.t incident.

L. All extinguishers were out ol Cute in accordance with the last

date of inspection according to A1, M 92-1 dated 15 January 1964,

Section D, Paragraph 6-16 (1), Page, 6-6, which states all exting-

uishers should be inspected monthly.

3. We are holding these extinguishers under bond until notified in

writing by proper author.ity to release the:a1.

4. Some of the discrepancies noted might have occurred during or

after their use, (i.e. , pins bent or missing, defective plunger, etc.).

-F F ........

Bul I'.S. Sating, Bonds Reetdar/1 ,m tl.,t Pmroll $atings Plan

ENCLOSURE 13. I0
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Pirr 202

LC-34- - 204

Bonded Extinguisher _

Exainined b V KSC Fire Service

2/Z8/67 b_, Inspectors Webel- and Ol-_ofi

Conditions Found

Tag No. 93 15 Lb.. CO 2 Used

1. Factory stamp number 15-2060378

2. Hydrostatic 10/65

3. Stencil Inspection date 9/13/66

4. Last Inspection date 12/1/66

5. Empty weight 27-1/4 Ibs.

6. Full weight 44-5/8 Ibs.

7. Weighed at KSC 31 Ibs.

8. Discrepancies Out of date.

q. Useable remainh_g CO z Empty (18 seconds gas only)

D-13-52
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Pirr 203

I[ -3111

LC-34 - " 204

Bonded Extinguisher s

Examined by KSC Fire Service

2/28/67 by inspectors Weber and OlSsOn

Conditions Found

Tag. No. 93 1 5 lb. CO 2 Used

1. Factory Stamp number

l, Hydrostatic

3. Stencil Inspection date

4. Last Inspection date

5. Empty weight

6. Full weight

7. Weighed at I/SC

8. Discrepancies

9. Useable remaining COL

15-ZZ4028

1/65

8/1./66

No tag

Z7-1/2 lbs.

44-7/8 lbs.

30 lbs..

Out of date

Totally empty

10. Recharged discharge time 28 seconds, good CO 2

.... 7r|
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LC-34, - 204

Bonded Extlnguisher s

Examined by KSC Fire Service

2/28/67 by Inspectors Weber and O]sson

Conditions Found

Tag No. 93 15 lb. COg Used

I. Factory stamp number

Z. Hydrostatic

3. Stencil Inspection date

4. Last Inspection date

5. Empty weight

6. Full weight

7. Weighed at I/SC

8. Discrepancies

9. Useable remaining COg

15-25Z'Y29

8/65

IZ/3/66

12/I/66

Z6-11Z Ibs.

45-5/8 Ibs.

}2-I/2 lbs.

Out of date

Empty ( 14 seconds, gas only)

-[ w iiii -- I
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Pirr 205

LC-34 - - Z04

Bonded Extinguishers

Examined by KSC Fire Service

2/28/67 by Inspectors Weber and OlssOn

Conditions Found

Tag No. 93 15 lb. CO 2 Used

I. , Factory stamp number

2. Hydrostatic
3. Stencil Inspection date

4. Last Inspection date

5. Empty weight

6. Full weight

7. Weighed at KSC

8. Discrepancies

9. Useable remaining CO Z

15-ZZOI I0

IZ164

IZlZZI66

12/I/66

g?-I/4 Ibs.

44-5/_ Ibs.

31 ibs.

Out of date, horn split badly

Empty (12 seconds, gas only)
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LC-34 - - .,O4

Bohded Extint;uisher s

Examined by KSC Fire Service

Z/28/67 by Inspectors Weber and Olsson

Conditions Found

Tag No. 15 lb. COg Used

I. Factory stamp number

2. Hydrostatic

3. Stencil Inspection date

4. Last Inspection date

5. Empty weight

6. Full weight

7. Weighed at KSC

8. Discrepancies

9. Useable remaining CO2

HH 26_40

lll6Z

8/g2166

I£/ 1/66

Not legible

Not legible

32 Ibs,

Out of date, defective trigger

plunger

Empty (Z0 seconds, gas only)
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Pirr 207

LC-34- _ Z04

Bonded Extinguishers

Examined by KSC Fire Service

2-/28/67 by Inspectors Weber and OlSs0n

Conditions Found

Tag No. -)3

1. Factory stamp number

2. Hydrostatic

3. Stencil inspection date

4. Last Inspection date

5. Empty _eight

6.. Full weight

7. ,Weighed at KSC

8. Discrepancies

9. Useable remaining CO 2

15 lb. CO/. Used

USA- 165 _5BN

1/.64

9/66

12/I/66

25 [bs.

40 Ibm.

39- I/2 [bs.

Out of date, defective trigger

plunger

21 seconds, good CO2
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Pirr 208

LC-54 - - 204

Bonded Extinguishers

Examined by KSC Fire Service

z/gS/6"l b)' Inspectors Weber and Oisson

Conditioris Fottnd

Tag No. 94 15 lb. CO 2 Used

1. Factory stamp number

2. Hydrostatic

3. Stencil inspection date

4. Last Inspection date

5. Empty _veight

6. Full weight

7. Weighed at KSC

8. Discrepancies

9. Useable remaining CO 2

15-224214
1/66

8/1/66

12/.1/6b

27 _bs.

44-3/4 lbs.

29-I/2 Ibs.
Out of date , band broken

Empty

D-1_-58
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Pirr 209

LC-34 - - 204

Bonded Extiriguisher s

Examined by KSC Fire Service

2/28/67 by l.nspectors Weber and Olsson

Conditions Found

Log No. 94 15 lb, CO 2 Used

I. Factory stamp number

2. Hydrostatic

3. Stencil.lnspection date

4. Last. Inspection date

5. Empty weight

6. Full weight

7. Weighed at KSC

8. Discrepancies

9. Useable remaining CO l

15-39-926

8-/63

8/9/66

9/30166 - on tag

23-3/4 lbs.

38-3/4 lbs.

35-I/2 Ibs.

Out of date

19 seconds, good CO 2
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I| I lit Iiii1[ i |

LC-34- - 204

Bonded Extinguishers

Examined by KSC Fire Service

2/28/67 by Inspectors Weber andOlsson

Conditions Found

Log.No. 94

I. Factory stamp number"

2. Hydrostatic

3. Stencil Inspection date

4. Last Inspection date

5. Empty weight

6. Full weight

7. Neighed at I<SC

8. Discrepancies

9. Useable remaining CO 2

1. Actual empty weight at KSC

2. Actual empty weight at KSC

3. Actual empty weight at KSC

50 lb. CO z Used

TC-Z807

10159

12/1166

1Z11166 - Wood

137 ibs. (_yi.) - with cart 160 Ibs.

187 Ibs. (cyl.)

205 Ibs (cyl. and cart)

Out of date, discharge lock pin.

missing

Empty (l rain. 42 sec. gas only)

104-112 tbs. (cy[.)

45. 5 Ibs. (cart)

150 lbs. (cyl. , cart and hose)

10. Recharged disc.harge time 1 rain. 46 sec., good CO z

i
* D
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LC-34 - - )04

Bonded Extinguishers

Examined by KSC Fire Servlce

Z/28/67 by Inspectors Weber and Olsson

Conditions Found

Log No. 94

I. l_'actory stamp number

Z. Hydrostatic

3. Stencil Inspection date

4. Last Inspection date

5. Empty weight

6. Full weight

7. Weighed at KSC

8. Discrepancies

9. Useable remaining Dry Chem.

30 lb. Dry Chem. Used

Ansul, Met_X

None

5/64
8/10./66

1g/i/66

Not marked

Not marked

42 lbs.

Cartridge punctured, Cylinder

marked by stencil "ABC Dry

Chemical"

Visual inspection - approximately

2/3rds full of agent
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LC-34 - - 204

Bonded EXtinguishers

Examined by KSC Fire Service

2/28/67 by Inspectors Weber and Ol_son

Conditions Found

I. Factory stamp number

2. Hydrostatic

3. Stencil .Inspection date

4, Last Inspection date

5. Empty weight

6. Full weight

7. Weighed at KSC

8. Discrepancies

9. Useable remaining CO 2

I0.. Recharged discharge time

15 lb. CO 2 Used

15-_223723

I0160

8/I/66

12/1/66

27-3/4 lbs.

45- 1/8 Ibs.

31 ibs.

Out of date, no band or horn clamp

Empty (6 seconds gas only)

29 seconds, good CO 2

0-13-62
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P.irr 213.
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LC-34 - - 204

Bonded Extinguishers

Examined by KSC Fire Service

2/28/67 by Inspectors Weber and Olsson

Conditions Found

Log No. 94 15 lb. CO z Used

I. Factory stamp number

2. Hydrostatic

3. Stencil Inspection date

4. Last Inspection date

5. Empty weight

6. Full weight

7. Weighted at KSC

8. Discrepancies

9. Useable remaining CO z

15-ZZ3653

1/65

8/I/66

No tag

Z7-5/8 Ibs.

45 ibs.

31-1/Z Ibs.

Out of date

Empty (Z! seconds gas only)
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LC-34 - - 204

Bonded Extinguishers

Examined by KSC Fire Service

2/28/67 by Inspectors Weber and OlSson

Conditions Found

Pirr Z14 Log No. 95

I. Factory stamp number

2. HydroStatic

3. Stencil Inspection date

4. Last Inspection date

5. Empty weight

6. Full weight

7. Weighed at KSC

8. Discrepancies

9. Useable remaining CO2

15 lb. CO z

HSC-Z7898F

6/63

11/3/66

No tag

Not legible

46 Ibs.

31-1/Z ibs.

Out of date

Empty

ii ........

Used

n J

b
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LC-34 - - Z04

Bonded Extingulshe r s

Examined bV KSC Fire Serv{cE

g/28/67 by Inspectors Weber and Olsson

Conditions Found

Pirr _15 .... Log No. 95 50 lb. CO l Used

1.. Factory sLamp number

2. Hydrostatic

3. Stencil Inspection date

4. Last l,_spection date

5. Empty weight

6. Full weight

7. Weighed at KSC

8. Discrepancies

9. Useable remaining CO l

TT 71!8-

1157

8/I166

I.Zl I166

Cyl. - not legible, with cart 148-1/2 lb

183 lbs. (Cyl.)

194-1/! !bs. (Cyl. and cart)

Out of date, Hose pitted near

connection to bottle, defective

trigger pin

Empty (1 rain. 56 seconds, gas only)

I. Actual empty _eight at KSC

I. Actual empty weight at KSC

98 lbs. (Cyl.)

143-1/2 lbs (Cyl. , cart and hose)
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LC-34.- " g04

Bonded Extinguishers

Examined by KSC Fire Service

Z/Z8/67 by Inspectors Weber and Olsson

Conditions Found.

Tag No. 95

i. Factory stamp number

Z. Hydrostatic

3. Stencil Inspection date

4. Last Inspection date

5. Empty weight

6. Full weight

7. Weighed at NSC

8., Discrepancies

9. Useable remaining CO2

k5 lb.. COg Used

USA-61538B L

11/64

12/1/66

1Z/1/66

Z6 Ibs.

41 Ibs.

27-I/Z ibs.

Out of date

Empty,( i0 seconds gas only)

• i
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Pirr zig

LC-34 - - Z04

Bonded Extinguishers

Examined by KSC Fire Service

2/28/67 by InSpectors Weber and Olsson

Conditions Found

Tag No. 96
15 lb. COg . Used

i. Factory stamp number

2. Hydrostatic
3. Stencil Inspection date

4. Last Inspection date

5. Empty weight

6. Full weight

7. Weighed at HSC

8..Discrepancies

9. Useable remaining CO z

10. Recharged discharge time

22-3584

I165

Iali/66

IZ/1/66

Z8 Ibs.

45-3/4 Ibs.

3g-l/g lbs.

Out of date

Empty (16 seconds gas only)

35 seconds, good CO 2
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LC-34 - - 20_

Bonded Extinguishers

Examined by KSC Fire Service

21Z8167 by Inspectors Weber and Olsson

Conditions Found

Tag No. 96

I. Factory stamp number

2.. Hydrostatic

3. Stencil Inspection date

4. LaSt Inspection date w

5. Empty _veight

6. Full weight

7. Weighed at KSC

8. Discrepancies

9. Useable remaining CO2

15 lb. CO2

F-458277

8160

7126166

12/1166

Not legible

52 Ibs.

38 Ibs.

Out of date

Empty

Used

i

"7 :
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Pirr

LC-34 - - Z04

Bonded Extinsuisher s

Examined by I_SC Fire Service

Z/Z8/67 by InspeCtors Weber and Olsson

Conditions Found

Tag No. ZZ?
1.5 lb..CQ z Used

I. Factory stamp number

Z. Hydrostatic

3.. Stencil Inspection date

4. Last Inspection date

5. Empty weight

6. Full weight

7. Weighed at I_5C

8. Discrepancies

9. Useable remaining CO l

15-176031

Z165

71 I166

Z11166

50-3/4 ibs.

45-5/8 Ibs.

33-i/Z ibs.

Out of date, pin bent in head

Empty
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Pirr

LC-34 - - Z04

Bonded Extinguishers

Examined by KSC Fire Serv{ce

2/Z8/67 by Inspectors Weber and Olsson

Conditions Found

Tag No. 228 _ 15 lb.. CO z Used

I. Factory stare R number

Z. Hydrostatic

3. Stencil Inspection date

4. Last Inspection date.

5. Empty weight .

6. Full weight

7. Weighed at KSC

8. Discrepancies

9. Useable remaining CO 2

I0. Recharged discharge time

15-210863.

iZ/64

8/1166

IZ/1/66

27-5/8 lbS.

45 Ibs.

44- I/Z Ibs.

Out of date

29 seconds good CO z

31 seconds good COg

..... IT
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TITLE:

APOLLO

PRE.FLIGHT OPERATIONS

NO. G-lOO

{_i.TI[" November _, 1966

Originating and Changing Apollo Pro-Flight Operations Procedures

i. FJR POSE

This procedure establishes the method of initiating, coordinating, publishing,

and distributing new and revised A_ollo Pre-Flight Operations Procedures (APOP's).

2. F0_

Apollo Manual Change Request (AMCR, KSC Form _-33NS - 7/66)

3. DEFINITIONS

Apollo Pre-Fllght Operations Procedure: A basic procedure necessary %o manage

the technlcel operations performed at the Kennedy Space Center which requires

Joint and/or concurrent action by NASA and NAA/S&ID. "Joint and concurrent

action" as delineated herein refers to: direct participation by NASA and KAA

in signature.approval or acceptance stamping of a disposition, operation, o2

document. Examples that do not constitute joint and concurrent action are:

(a) independent review end evaluation of prior actionS, (b) receipt of documents,.

and (c) need,to-know without direct participation.

4. RESPONSIBILITY AND HANDLING

_.I Cognisant NASA/_%A employees may propose a new procedure or a r.evision to

an exlsting one. Proposals will be transmitted by preparlng an AMCR in

triplicate. NASA initiated AMCR's will be signed by the originator and

approved by his supervisor. NAA initiated AMCR's Will be signed by %he

originator and approved by his manager. One copy will ba retained on file

and two copies will accompany the procedure and be forwarded to'N_SA

Spacecraft Operations Procedures Control Office or the NAA Procedures

Representative as applicable. A clearly stated reason for the proposal

will be included on the AMCR.

4.1.1 Proposed new procedures or revisions will be reviewed by NASA

Spacecraft Operations Procedures Control, or the NAA Procedures

Representative, to determine if they (i) contain Joint or concurrent

action as outlined in paragraph 3 above, (2) duplicate or conflict

with existing procedures, (3) conform to established format. Pro-

posals that are not valid will be returned to the originator with

reasons for the rejection stated on the AMCR.

Revislcn: Remove and destroy APOPC.IO0, dated December 13, 1965, end replace with

%his issue, g indicates revisions. Retain Appendix "A" dated December 13, 1965.

Revised to update signature requirements, crganlzstlonal titles and p_ovide

for the use o_ Addendums.

ENCLOSURE 13-12
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SubJ •

Date:

Originating and Changlnj Apoll¢ P_.e-Fiig!.z

Operation_ P:-occdures

November _, 1966

NASA Spacecraft Operations Procedu.-es Control will forward

coordination copies of .N_A originated proeedtu-es to the

NAA Procedures Unit and applicable EASA coordination points

:'ecuestihg ¢Om._ents be returned cn the due date specified,

NA,% _-ocedureS Unit will forward copies to applicable NAA

¢oerdinetlon points.

The NM, _'ocedur.es Unit will forward coordination copies of

?;AA originated procedures _o the :_A2.A Operations Procedures

Control Office, and applicabl_-, ..N_%_coordination points re-

quesling eommen_s be returned om the due date specified.

ComJne..ts submitted _:ill be c]_'a:ly stated, referencing specific

paragraphs, giving reasons, and offering alternate instructions

whe:'e possible.

Cc:nments to the draft must be returned by the due date. if

comments a_'e not returred, ccncu:'"euce with proposals will "re

a s su/T,e-[ .. "

kT:er the coordination pe_'iod ::as expi_'ed, the comments received

will be :'eviewed and coordinated with the affected groups.

Those deemed applicable will Le incorporated into the procedure.

An. attempt will be made to resolve conflicting comments by

means of telephone calls, meetings, etc. If conflicting

comments cannot be resolved, they _ill be brought to the

attention _f NASA/NAA management for decision.

'_.'hencoordination is complete and conflicts resolved or

management decision made. the procedtu_¢ will be typed by NAA

for publication, signed by the NASA Spacecraft Operations

P:-oc,:d_'e Control and _he N_% l_.ocedures Representative, and

forwa_'ied to the _ASA .'._nager, Te_t and Operations Management

Office and the _;AA Director" of Apollo CSM Operations for approval

sighatur es,

Mino." R .isi,'zs

1diner ,'evls_ons (i.e., 6raN_natieal co_'rections, format corrections, and

word chan_es that have only a miner effect on the intent of the procedure),

may be issued as pen and ink changes upon approval of the NASA Spacecraft

Procedures Centro] and the NAA Procedures Representative.

I
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_d Changing Apollo Pro-Flight

] Operations _'ocedu_es

I Date" N. ovember 4, 1966

4.3 Interim Procedures

4,3.1 APOP's may be published on an interim _asis upon approval by

NASA/NL%A Management. Requests will l e fo:'warde@ on an AMCR

to the NASA Spacecraft Procedures Control or NAA Pr.ocedures

Representative as applicable; however, action may be initiated

by a verbal request and confirmed in writing on an _gCR prior

to publication, N_ originated _,_CR's for interim publication

must be signed by a NAA/FF manager or afore.

4.3.2 NASA Spacecraft Procedures Control and NAA _,ocedures Repre-

sentative will obtain preliminary approvals of interim pro-

cedures by _he most rapid means available.

z,.3.3 _%en preliminary approvals arc o_tained, 'he procedure will

be distributed as an interim procedure with a llfe span of

30 to 60 days. The expiration date will be noted on the first

page under the publication date. Approval signatures will le

the same as for a regular proced_-e or revision.

4.3.h The life span will serve as the coo:'dina_ion period. At the

end of this interim period_ the procedure will be issued as a

reCular procedure incorporating changes or published as is,

if nc comments are received, If an interim procedure is un-

resolved, conflicting points _ill he referred to NACA/N_qA

management for decision.

.h Addendums

h.h .1 Certain key procedures require frequent revisions to accurately

reflect the _latest change in the NASA/NAA operations. These

revisions include toth minor and major changes in procedures

an_ depending upon the circumstanees_may need to be issued on

an emergency basis. To expedite this kind of procedural updating

and to avoid th= frequent and time consuming retype and reissue

of lengthy procedures, such revisions may be published as

adlendu_,s. However, addendums will be used only as a last resort

and under emergency conditienc when time will not permit a

normal revision or interim put lication,

L.4.2 •"qle addendum will normally he a one or two page'statement of the

changes being adopted. The paragraphs affected will be clearly

referenced and the new or revised infcrmatlon will be clearly

stated.

_.4.3 Requests for publication of revisions as addendums will De pro-

cessed in the same manner as ether proposed revisions (see

paragraph 4.1). However, action may be initiated by a verbal

request and confirmed later in writing on an AMCR.

"_'-r 1 i " -- ii i" i ii ................
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SutJ:

L

_.5

_.6

-'" " ORIGINAL PAGE IS'

0_" POOR, QUALITY

I i r

Orlglnati_c _qna Ci ar.gln._Apollo _.e-._li£!:t

NOperations Proce_.u)'es
@¥ember :., I

No. C- i00

Page 4

L.L ,9

NASA Spacecraft _'ocedta'es Control a_d _he NAA Procedures

R_p_'e=,n=a_ive will coordlnate the proposed addend'_m and o_tain
n<ce_s_:'y approvalz. ?:_._ally addend'_m changes will receive

,'e_ular coc'iinatloL. ._wever, when operational requirements
_ietate i_z,ediate pu:lication, coordination similar to that

fo)- inte:'im procedures will be used. (Reference paragraph
L...2).

_T,en approvals a}'e c:t&ined, .the addendvm will be typed on
mul_ilith ma_ and _igned b_' NA.gA Manager, Test and Operations

Ymnagemen_ Office and the Nk& Director of Apollo CSM Operations.

_ollowin_ the publication of an addendum, the procedure
affected will be revised as soon as prac¢ical, incorporating.
_he revisions outlined in the addendum.

Distribution and Ccntrol

4.5.1

_.5.2

_equest to be placed on discrlcution for _he APOF's will te
made by memorand_n: and zubmizted to tha NASA Spacecraft
Procedures Contz'ol o_" the _:_ _'ocedures Representative, as

applicable..

The NAA _-ocedua'es Unit will maintain complete history files

of all APOP's and will be responsible for the publication and
distribution.

Format

h.6.1 %.%en preparing a draft for a proposed procedure, the originator
should organize the material into a format as shown in Appendix

"A". Paragraphs should be numbered using the declmal.system,

and when possible, four decimal places should not be exceeded.
Infor_mtion such as lengthy Forms Guide Instructions, Flow Charts,

Llst of Names, Categories, etc., should be omitted from the
basic instructions _n_ included as an Appendi×.

Coordinated by:__ ._

I_oce lures Uni{O -_

EA_/7",.!D ._]o.'idaFacility

Coordinated ty:__.,4_ . _.,

_ASA Spaceeraf_p-ere-tiom

Procedures C_ol

Approved by:____ _

/_. L. Pes.-ee, Di. eetor
/ Spollo CSM Operations

AA/S",I]_,}lo:'i]a Facility

Cgerat ior_I_na gement
Office

* i • - [ ...... 11 -_ ....

{)
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TITLE :

i. FJRPOSE

PRE.FLIGHT _'FI..OmDAOPERATIONS. PROCEDURE

Operational Chedkout Pr,,ce4ufe

NO. o-2o2

DATE' _ay i3, 1966

This procedure establishes the :,,thods for the preparation, proteSslng, release,

and use of Operational Checkout Iron, ]u_e_

2. REFERENCE DOCb?4ENTS

,

2.1 Apollo Pro-Flight Operatio_ Pr(ce_:ure T-5OI, "Work Authorization - TPS"

2.2 Apollo Documentation Proce, urc No. 2

2.3 Apollo GSE Plan S&ID 62-ih'C

2.h AFOP O-201, "Access Contro of Test and Work Areas"

FORMS
m

3.1 Operational Checkout Proce, ure (COP, Form KSC II-i6A)

3.2 Parts Installation and Remc.'.,al Record (NAA Form FLA-62)

3.3 Apollo Launch Operations T, st Summary Sheet (KSC Form OT-109)

DEFINITIONS

4.1 OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT PROCE],URE (OCP) - An en6ineerin6 document which

provides detailed instructions to personnel for operational checkout and

verification of equipment _urin6 site activation, pre-launch, launch, or

post-launch operations.

h.2 OPERATIONAL CHF_CKOUT PROCEDURE CHECKLISTS- A checklist especially designed

to supply the necessary information to accomplish routine tas_ _n a

ps/ticu/ar order, prepared on an i! x 17 Sheet and providing fcA inspectior.

buy-off.

h.3 INTEGRATED OPERATIONAL CKE(K9[_ PROCEDL_ES - An OCP which unites two or

more Apollo Command and Se_vlcc Module (CSM) systems or unites CSM systems

with the booster. _.

4.h DEVIATIONS - A change to a published OCP, such as changes in equipment

lists, test parameters, se(uences added or deleted or modi#ied by order of

occurrence or content %o p, rmit accomplishment of the test. Obvious errors,

Such as typographical errorz, wren_ page numbers, etc., are not considered

deviations.

_,_n: R_novea_ destroy _P-(:_27 dated February-h7 Yg_C _ ?e_lace with
this issue. _ denotes revisions. Letain Appendix A and B, dated February _, 1966.

ENCLOSURE 13-13
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DATE :

Operational Checkout Procedure
M_y13, 1_6

No. 0-202

Page 2

4.5 REVISION - Technical changes including permanent deviations published

in page form for insertion into a published OCP.

_.6 RE-ISSUE - A complete re-wrlte of an 0CP published to supersede a

previously released OCP.

4.7 APOLLO 0CP CONTROL GROUP - A .ioint NASA/NAA Management Committee

responsible to assure timely and techn[cally adequate OCP's and to
establish policy concerning _AA Florida Facility (FF)/Kennedy Space

Center (KSC) OCP's.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

5.1 OCP's are based on NAA Proce_,_ Specifications.
be referenced in the OCP by iocument number.

Those applicable shoul_

A series of OCP's for each v_hicle w_ll be prepared and released at

the Florida Facility in acccFlance with 0CP requirements as specified
in this and referenced documents.

5.3 OCP's will (i) provide detailed step-by-step delineation of required
personnel activity for the operation, assembly, handling, or tes_ of the

equipment and for system(s) involved, (2) provide for insertion of
program requirement record d_ta, (3) provide NASA/NAA Engineering and

Inspection acceptance, (4)_rovide for safety of @ersonnel and equipment.

5._ Ground Support Equipment (GSE) nomenclature will be standardized in
accordance with Reference 2._. The GSE _odel number and title will be

listed in the special equipmnt section. In the procedure section, the
model number and abbreviated title will be used.

5.5 All OCP's will include the fpllOwing statement: "NAA supervisien and the

responsible NAA test engineer are directly responsible for the safety
of all NAA personnel, safe working conditiQns, and implementing all

safety requlrements".

5.6 All safety requirements will be considered in the preparation of OCP's,
and the OC? originator will =oordinate the procedure with the NAA/KSC

Safety Offices and affix hi_ signature to the FF "Safety Office Sign-
off Statement" (file card) Frier to publication.

5.7 Any OCF which involves any cf the critical operations described in
Reference 2.h will be designated on the front page as follows: "This

Test Procedure Is a Critical Operation"

5.8 Emergency shutdown procedure_ (sequentially if necessary) will be

included for all equipment.

en •
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DATE :

i • 11 ---

ORIGtNAL PAGE _S

OF POOR QUALITY

Operational Checkout Pr,-, ;n'e
Ma_ 13, 1966

e

5.10

Applicable KSC/NAA Sal_.ty Directives will be referenced tnd complied
with or waivers will _,: obtab_ed, prior to commer.ein£ the test "_o

ensure safe operati<,r:.

Notes, Cautions and W:rnings will not be numbered within the OCP, but
will be set apart fro.- the text _y placing teem in the center of _he page

above the procedura] :_ep as shown below-

I:OTE

An operation or ::pecial requirementS, etc., in which no
danger exists bl.t which, if not accomplished, ma_ cause
inconvenience, delay, or invalidation of test.

CAUTION

Operational ste[ practice, etc., which, if not strlc_ig
adhered to or otzerved, could result in damage of ecui_)men%.

WA/R_IriG.

5.ii

Operational ste[ practice, etc., which, if not strictly

• adhered to or or:erred, co._id result in._ersonal _.

Illustrations will be used only r.oaid in the overall clarity oi' the
text when necessary ari will bc cefereneed in the text, but in no c_:e

will they be used as _irectives for accomplishin_ work.

RESPONSIBILITIES AND HANDI.I_;

6.1 Preparation, Proces_ir

6.1.1

6.1.2

and Re] e_se

0CP's to acccmliiz_ work tasks are develope@ to support a

specific Floric:a Operations Flow Plan. Titles and n_mbers are
provided for t_. 0CP Control Group for review and approval.

OCP outlines are prepared by the NAA Systems Engineer, reviewed =y

the NASA Engin_er_, and submitted to the OCP Control Group for

review and appT vai.

Rough drafts for each individual OCP are prepared with text a_.,!
illustrations _z outlined in Reference 2.2.

Rough drafts a_,. forwarle_ through the NASA tO Electronic Data
Processing (EDI' f_r processing in flimsy print-_ut form.
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6.1.5

6.1.6

6.1.7

6.1.8

6.1.9

6.1.10

Flimsies are forward.,,! to th,, Tire%Docilmentation Support Group,

who send copies to S1_:tems En_:_neerinK, NAA Quality EnF,ineerinE,

NAA Safety, Downgy, .:ngineerini: , and NASA Technical [,iot'ary

for distribution to LqC Engine,'rtn_'.. NASA QC, Safety, and

Manned Spacecraft Center (MS(') Houston.

Review comments fro_ those ac.encies listed in 6.1.5 are returned

to the responsible N_A Systems En_in@er. The respon_ib-_ Systems

Engineer then develop,:: a masse t" review copy Which is r_viewed

and signed by the in._ut agenci,'s. On integrated procedures, a

formalreview is he] _ for fLnal cements and sign-off.

NAA Documentation Support Greu_ attaches a cover sheet and

releasing Field Eng*'merinc, Orler (F_,O) - _ee Appendix A - to

the siF_ned matter flimsy, _.n.i,btnin:: appropriate NAA ._ignat'.ires.

Followlng NAA si_n-c f't',the _l_-.ne_lFEe is released by NAA

Configuration Control, and a c._?y ef the released FEO is provided

for Documentation S_2pport at ?no time of release. The magter

flimsy and covet sheet are the'_ _iven to the NASA for procurement

or" appropriate signatures as directed by the NASA/I_AA 0CP Control

Group. The release,! FEe is ma:ntained by Documentation Support

until the 0CP is sut_itted to Teehflicsl S._rvices (TS) for

publication.

When all signature,_ "_re affixe_ to the cover sheet, and the

pack_e is returned '_" hAA Doctmentation Support, the master

_limsM is forwar,Jrl ,breech the, NASA to EDP for processin& or"

final offset r_ast,'r, for _rintin_:.

_'he finalized offset matters, the siLtned-off cover sheet, and the

released FEC are prc-ided to TS for publication and distribution

30 days prlor to t,,.'.

TS is responsible f_r OCP ,ii:tributien dlfected by the NASA/NAA

OCP Control.Group: ]n a,lditien, three (3) publishel copies will be

forwa_.ded to each T_ .'t Site (_P Coordinator.

6.2 D_#iations to OCP's

6.2.1 All deviations will _-e recor!ed on pro.printed deviation sheets

and will become an , _;fieia[ Fart of the record copy OCP. ?retest

deviations will b_ written by the Systems Engineers; the .le-

per item}; and n ,-ci'Y w_ll _," _ven to Ins_e,'tion prior to

_Lwrtin 6 th," t'_st.

i i

i

i
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6.2.2 Deviations tha" oce,,r ,iu,'in_ the test will be _ecor',ied by t,.,L.

Systems Encirm..rs or RAA OCP writer if one is ,%,'c.i,:ned:,¢ %:,e

test (integrat,'l tel't,',orlv). When the r@q,.&rcr,:n'.s ,"or a

deviatlcn bee(,:_."<now:.. the Sy,-tems Ehgifleer w,ll 5e r.ot. :',,,..

Th% Systems En,._neez cr ',.l'iterWill assign a ._ev_,' ,o:. r:uz,bo:'as.

inspection w_1 record tte number in the rdcorq e,opt., CC?. _,"

no writer is ,_ i_-:%c,d.'.l,p.qya,ema Encineer will re_] ".,,,. :,.c

OCP, issue d.,x ,t[oz r,m_,,rs, rma not[t':/ In.:pection wh, w-l.

l'eeord th@ Sum .,rlu ,:_:tt,,dai,,ve. At no t.tme wil_ _L tec._ el' r,,.':,,

up to record ,I.'.'is',.t_t_::cn a'l.ol'fii_[,'%[ clevis'ion 3,eet. .',.i,;

can be done uI.... I I' ''i,'n oC the test.

6.2.3 Upon .ct,_,plet _L,

and, s i_:no,[ n

Inspection t,,

are set t'-rel,,,L

• t' : _, .;1 all ,leVlntkOt I sheets w, [i :.,..'t'_ .t:_ :

.:, t':tl"l_l'_tptL t'_.,_, h :_!Id _'._l'.,e_ cv,'l" ",

,, ,n the reoor,| copy O_;P. 3_,vt_v :c_, .:,:,'el."

..... h tot req_tre :m F.EO.

6._.h It i': the re,;p, :.'.b,l{; 2. oI" ',he System:; /'t_gineer t¢, aa;,t,re taut

properly tlppr¢, .'_ ,It vl.t iol; :;ht._.t,q at_ • m_pplied t,o In:;?,'ct;, t,

and t o NKA I_nc,:_,,tv,nl_, n ::upport Col.lowing templet ion t_:"I,.,,

_est. No OCP _ ,II l'e l'n_q_ht by Inspection until ofl',c;,_,

devi,%tions a_, .rov_ i,,: i y ,,n_-,!aeering for AI.L dec'at io;:, note,:

during perform co ¢I' th, ¢\;P.

6.2.5 ApproVal sigrma_r,,, for d,,v.iation sne,,ts wk[l be _.:,:',:low..:

for Syst@rfis to • of ::pe,'il'ie sy:_tems sections of it:',"C:',:,';

OCP's - NAA tu, NAlZA ','y::t.,mEngineers; for ,'entre,, .;¢,'t.o:.;:el"

intc_rt_ted,O('P - NAA '.",:;IProject Fn,;ineer (TP_) a:., "b\tiA

Spacecr.at't Tea' *'omhtct,,r. (;;'IX:_; for elect riea', ,q:l._rl,,c[l_n.,,,,[

check lists - I.\A ar,l ,',At'A ayqtem engineer::.

6.2.6 DevlrLtion:_ tha' ::houl I t.,, tneotporttt6t xn like ,%'?'.; t'o_' :',.' .rv

CSM .':houl,i b,' : :u'ke,i PFEb'AR!.:NT ,m,t late," iI,eorl,ora: e : ::, :.AA

I_ocumentatton ; upt:ort _nto tho apptie_t.le t%'P an._ v,,',e_ae_ ,_.

.coot,lanCe viii Para4_.rnl,hc t\.l._, throul:.h t;.k.q. D_,vi.%t :ca., that.

8re ''(l_e _,[_[' _l_ly" items ,u-e recorded on tn,. d,,'/l/it:o:, ,;heel

as Temporary D, vtr_tion::. No _n'ther rtet_,-r- _:; r,,qutre_ on

Tefnp_rary Devt_ • ton:;.

6.3 Open Item Review

6.3.1 NAA ::ervice en_ ,,n,,et,n¢ _tli maintat_ eur,',,nl _'A:R |,oo_ .:_,cu,

and will puhli. I, ,t ,Imil: .:t'ntu:- report ("t'knk ,_heet"_,. O k',"

T_,'s,. DR's an pRg,_:'.t w_II h,, statu::e,t.

6.3.2 Completed OCt". th&_ mr,, t_t_ll open will be rev_ewp_ f,r co:.-

strAit, is. ,%,e, _I .attet,tlol% w',il _.e l¢ivetl t,o tht• opet%, :;o;.*

trmnsrerrel IP" '-.

i- ...... - v-- i II I -- " ii ...............
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DATE :

Review or' open PIRR' . and TIR'.' and shortage sheets will be

accomplished by the :;AASystem.' Engineer prior to the Open

Item Review. Any co ,traininc thortaf.es, PIRR' 4, or TIB'= will
be listed by the S:/s ems Engineer and submitt@,J to the Test

Project Engineer (TP :)/Spacecraft Test Cmnductor (STC) at the

Open Item Review.

The open items rev[_: will be coL._cled from the status report,
and constrainlng i_e_ts wi]] :,: Li_ted on a separate shee_, or
the status report ma/ be "markc(:up accordingly. The de:ermined

constraints will be iste(l, :,i{.:,_db,t° the TPE and STC, and pub-
lished tO insure tht, c¢:.epnlr(_tei effort is applied to those

items.

NAA and NASA engir,,:,_

status report alon,:
status report will b

upon completion of t

• n,: wL]] :ign the cover of the reviewed
:tb lhe TPE and STC. The si_ned copy of the

• ('i Led wil h the record copy of the OCF

*_ te::t.

6.3.6 NAA Project Engineer ,_gan,L I;A[;AEngineering must approve the

Open Item Review She ,t by si{:nature, prior to beginning the
test. The original ;ignee copy of the review sheet will be
filed with the recor I copy of the OCP upon completion of the test.

6.3.7 NAA Technicians _,ill work requ_rel eonstraLn_J ,ur ;!A;A/Lt,;.

Inspection Acceptanc :,

All tests will be conduCtel rv the NAA TPE and NASA STC. The TFE and STC

may delegate their duties a; necuss_,rL'.

quality Control Resp_nsibiL.ties ,lurlng Tes _

6.5.1 Quality Control re-_F':_ibili'_,'s after satisfactory completion
of an. 0CP _tep cr o?_raticr.._,' ac fc!icws:

NASA Inspec t[on wii_ ,_onformance st0/np each line ite:

requiring N%SA inspection verification durlnE all CS_:
testing and on GSE te.:tin_ designated as :_SA Mandatory

Inspection _olnts (M/P).

- 7
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6.5.1.3

6.5.I.h

6.5.1.5

6.5.1.6

When NASA NIP's _av_ lot been entered in the NASA block for

a GSE 0CP, _;AA QJalLt.¢ Control will double stamp, date ana

enter N/R i'. each NASA Quality Control Block after sza_;p_nc

the NAA Zn_pector blo:k.

When _n In_p.ction stamp entry is re_ulred for ver_f.c_ien

or witnessi.,Z of an o_e_tion occurring a_ a remote arca,

which is r_,oved frot_ the location of the Qualizy Control

buy-off co;, of the 0CP, the inspector will verify over

the Operati.._, Intercom System (OIS) the satisfactory co_pletlon

of an oper_ion, _nd will affix a functional test inspection

stamp impr(_sion to the verified step in the 00P. The

NAA final s eeptance stamp will not be used for veriflcat:o:_

over the 01_.

Recycles, :_utdowns at the end of shift or subzeque_, re-

starting of tes_ at t,_e beginning of the next tes_ shift

do not require d_vi_tLons since these situations do not

exceed nor _han_e t_e scope of the test as specified by qCP,

e.g., CSM _-,wer may be removed at the end mf a _h_ft to

secure fro_ the test dntil the next shift starts. At _ha_

ti_e CSM pc_er may be reappliedamd the test res-&_.ed where

it was teiTzinated. No deviation is required for either

the power dpwn or pow-r up. However, the point and ziz_ of

events will be recorded in the record copy and will be notes

in the 0CP ?est Summary Sheets.

The followin_ time entries will be required on certain t_P s

as specifi_i. Du_ing the test, the NAA Inspector w_il

record the time, uzLn,_ the 2_-hour clock szstem, %n the I_'P

as follows: (a) in the time column adjacent to the f_rz:

sub,sequenc_ entry on each padre, (b) at stop and ?eat_rt_

due tO tesl "holds." (In addition, a reference to the

problem causin6 the hold will be noted; IDB Number, De ";_g',_r,

Number, ere.), (c) at the start and completion of se%ue:.ce..

(d) at int-rvals of 5 minutes as an objective, but nor

more than 15 minutes between sub-sequences. (_f the ,lur,t.,.z

of a sub-sly:once does not exceed 5 minutes, the time need.

only be re_rded once for that particular sub-seq uene'_-

The date i_ _ct re_Ired for thls item).

NOTE: (i) Additional time recording may be n£fessaF5 f,r

critical points in the 0CP. _he above t..ne r..-

quLrem_nts are to be considered as m_nim_,.

Revision: Remove and destroy p_w-"s 7 and S ONLY of APOP 0-202, dates May 15. i,,

and replace with this pW_,_. ReVised to incorporate the Functzona/

_nspection Stamp. _ _tenotes changes.
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(2) I'h, ,L_e will be included wit:', the

_'ir:;t,and last time entry duri:._S cacn

24-hour period and at the. end cf ti',,:0CP..

6.5.2 All deviation _,;i1%es on ,,he Quality Control bub_-off e_p_. c:' 'L_.

OCP will be veril "ed by the respors_ble NAA incpecto-' :.:'C".x2.C

the double stamp :uld dat_, n. [aze_t to the entry.

6.5.3 If an OCP is to },, r,:ru: , a m w -opy of the OCP will "_',':,_,,:a.

"Inspection Copy" will b, <ntere¢_ on the front cove_- of :i.,

OCP. along with t}, not a_ic,Y "Ru:, Number 2" and autiorir,'/.

6.5.3.1 Sequene, returns will be indicated by the nc_a:ion

Run #;_ , _ Rur, _:, etc. as applicable, enter, a o:. :..,

upper r ,-ht per: icn of the po4_,e.

6.5.3.2 As deem• , practi,'ub]e, use one of the fello_.'in_ :-.,."::¢,,z

for d(,c ,nonta+i_,;| of sequence reruns and fo_" 'n,. :':.:,

time [n ]ved: (a) File duplicate OCP paces ": i,," 0C2.

inclicat, rerur as in para4_raph 6.5.3.1, and proe(,e(_ [..

the nor_YLl ma,.ner: (b) File a rerun time re,-or.:

adjacen to the 0CP pe_,e beinc, reru,',, indLcat,, r, _-.:.

as in P:_reu_raph 6.5.3.1, and io 6 time as indic_, _.

on the ",run fir',: r,_cord. (Indicate acceptance cf

each re.'_m sequence on ?he OCP page).

6._.U When an OCP is d zcontir_ue..! before completion th_ NAA

Inspector will

6.5.h.i Enter " l!scon÷_uu'd '' and reason for dlseont-lnu_ -

after t *,- last ,'n:.ry_ and double st-_p and _ate _,, ;ea':_

the. eat ", .

6.5.h.2 When a' iincont:i_u.'d Cost is return.ca, t.',_,:LkA TP[-_a....

NASA ST" will be responsible for detez_nini.h,: 1._., ,;:,_

,%t Whir toStin,_ 3hould remme; hrwever, all In',_-c_,

Discre[_ _:_ Re"_r'Is and/or Di_erepan_-Y Ree¢_'i_ w. "..

will r( ruin op,,'. 34_,ains_"the previous tun ar¢ '.'a.:"

until " : ;posLtLer'd ,_nd satisfied.

OCP Test Summary Sheet

After each OCP Test, the NAA T_E or his desig:_ated :_it-rn_t,-' will pre_ .',

a Test Summary Sheet (sig_ed _/ the NASA countez_part en£.ineez') prov.,_t ,

the information listed below.

D.13_84
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TITLE:
DATE:

6.7

Operational Checkout Procedure
M_F 13, 1966

No. 0-202

Page 9

NOTE:

6.6.1

6.6.2

Summary of major problc_ indicating:

6.6.1.1 ,Cor:e_tive action
6.6.1.2 Tim, of occurrence

6.6.1.3 Sequence

6.6.1._ App:ic&ble TPS's and IDa's

Summary of r_-runs necessary to accomplish a given sequence of
test successzully.

6.6.3 A listing of all IDa's that are transferred but not closed.

6.6.h Bar Chart I( ,.d[eatP rue actual order in which testing was
,accomplished, Lnclu,ii:._actual test time.

OCP Acceptaoce Cr_J'_a

Following the compl, tLon of each OCP, NASA/NAA Inspection will close
out the record copy OCP after all of the* followi_ steps have been

completed by stampi,,, each gummary Sheet and by signature on the
last Summary Sheet.

6.7.1

6.7.2

6.7.3

6.7._

6.7.5

6.7.6

6.7.?

The checkl]:_ PIRR formz have been recapped for subsequent _est:;
or operati(r_.

Se%uences in )he OCP have been verified as complete.

Deviations hsve been recorded And approved pe_ ParaKraph _.3.

0CP Test Dat_ _ummary Sheets have been completed and signe_ by
NAS_/_AA.,

Test Stu_nary Sheets have been completed and approved.

The Ba/•Char_ has been completed in accordance with Paragraph
6.6.4 above.

IDa's that h;ve been assigned to CSM or GSE categories are

either closet out or specifically di_positioned to:

6.7.7.1 Elirinate reztraint on the next scheduled test.
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NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.
MPACK ItlKI I NIPXilRMATION OYBTmMN DIVIhlOk

IMPLE TING INSTRUCTION
POrt ,o. 1.2"5

i

I1| Iflll|N(_ll

SUK_C T:

(a) Piorida ?aeiltt Imp]_,m,n_inK IcstructiOn 12-i, "Florida Facility

Safety program."

(b) Opbrations Sy_t..i_s Safety Notico 1-65, d_t@d 21 July 1965

I Apollo Docume,.u t i_'n _.: (L,%SA/M{_'C)_l Operations ?ys_,r" Safi't:, l,auubcok

(e) S&ID Policy E-_.'I, "Crew cualit'ication and Environmental •

Readiness for C"'ti':" T,':v::"

(f) S&/D Policy E-h , "Fmpi,,3,'e Qualtt'ication/C_vtification

for Critical ,To. As::'r'm.'tts"

Safety Criteria for',,pollo Cvnmumd & Service Module and Saturn S-II

Operations.

l+ PUI_POSE

This procedure identifies et,..tai:',opvrational areas that shall be considered

ha'taedous or critical. It e. tablish_',q requirements to insure that all suoil

administrative procedures, t. st procedures, work processes, methods, work

authorizations and correctly action dec_unents a_e reviewed to insurt, t_'.,

inelusion of the neees,qary s' ret.y erit._:'ia.

se0P____!

The _equireme,lts established ill this procedure are applicable te all prc-.,Wa:_,D

at the S&ID Florid_ Facility md w111 l'e tmplemented as approprittte by al.

operational aet.ivities.

The following categoric

S-II operations art, d,,s

specific s:tfety review_

In preparation of prooe

3.1.3

ENCLOSURE 13-14

D-13,87
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Subj: Safety Criteria for Apol]c. CSM ;, : ,"n', z-I l Op_ral ions

Date: 27 January 1.066

3.1.5 Hi-Enersy PoteNtial S_s,,,ms - operations designated by the

Systems Safety Engineer _nvolving the operations of pressure

systems or operation of i_aseOus systems utilizing tanks or

reservoirs.

3.1.6 HandlAn_, Onerations - al

'hoisting, loading or tr_

and such cLh.r itmes as

the System:: ._afety Engil

:/ operaticn involving the lifting,

nspbrtinl; of an _nd item flight vehicle

may be specifieially designated by

o_r.

3._ All safety requircmcn_.s will.be considered in t:,._preparation of all

test procedures and work author:::ation 4ocument,_;: Operational Checkout

Procedures (OCP), Detailed Opera, _ _. Proc,,dnrcs (DOP), Detailed

Installation Procedures (DIP), General O! .n'utin1,,Procedures (GOP),

General Work Orders.(GWO), Tesl _ • :- r:L,i:.r Sh,-,,1s(TPS), and Discrepancy

Records (DR). Safety require_e, n w_11 a ln_ be ,.onsidered _n revisions

to OCP's, DOP's, DIP's, and GOP'.. Th," (,,'_,inaL(r will coordinate test

prec_dures (OCP's, DIP's, DOP' , ,d COP'::) witE_ the Florida Facility

Safety Office and :_ffi× his s].: ". u., _, ,_,, F]ori,l: Facility "Safety

Office Sign-off S_:. cment" (f]], "ard). I,'in," t(, pub]. ]cation.

3.3 The responsible z:,u:_ems engin_,:J _i]l co:>r'linat_ ' with the Florida

Facility Safer2." Of"ice for all ".._- _rouudur,,s (OCP's, DOP's, DIP's,

and GOP's) for operations that ]:,vr beer, designated as critical.

3.4 Safety. enecklists will be used i_, ,he prep:,ration of test procedures

(OCP's, DIP's, DOP's, GOP's) nn, wc.rk auth_,rization documents (TPS's,

DR's and 6_O's). Safety cheei,]izt: wi]] ;,!SO be used in conducting

the pre-operation review dese,ii_ _ in I,:,r:_,raph _.7. These check1:s_s

will be developed by the Florid; Facil_L _afey Office in eeordination

with representatives from Operations, Qn,]]t7 Assurance, Project Engin-

eering and KSC Safety.

3.5 The Florid& Facility Safety _ff_ce will zubmit safety reports in accor_

dance with Reference (a).

3.6 It is the responsibility of supervision to ensure that all personnel

are certified or qualified to p_rform assicned _asks in accordance with

References (e) and (f).

INSTrOCTIONS

Any test procedure which involw:;any of fly. critical conditiens describea

in paragraphs 3.1.i through 3.1." will b(' .i_sb',nated on the l;rcnt pace as

follows: "This test procedure iz a critical operation .

When a test procedure has been d_.signated as "critical", cautions and

warnincs :hall be used as necessary and precede critical steps. This will,

ensure t'_at the instruction is r_eeived prior to actual need. The words

CAUTION a ,i WARNING shall be cer_or_d on +.he pa_e.

[ " i

-, ¢, - - _ i - -
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Safety Criteria for Apo]l ) CSM & Sa',Jr,_ :,-[I Operations

27 January 1966

4.3

b,.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.2.1 CAUTION: Used )riot to any o_erntion .that could result in

d_mage to equlplent if not follbwed.

Example: CAUTION

If C1 _-075 gage PGlP- exceed_ 170 PSIG

r_.por'; condltion to test conductor.

4.2.2 WARNING: Used )riot to any op-_ration that eoula result in

i;_.iur2 or death 'o personnel if not followed.

Example: WARNING

IIigh pr(:s::ure gas will now be in

lines 0"4017793 _And GIh-I7798.

The Operations Departme ,_ will l_t responsible for informing the Safety

Office of any simult_m ....s operat_o*_ tc be perfO.rmed _n the same area

as a critical cperati :n.

Emergency shutdown pr,)_

all test procedures.

Applicable KSC and NAA

with or waivers obtaine

operations.

It is the.responribil[,.

sonnel involved in the

warnings contained with

Before each test desi,u,

test engineer will cond

test team members. The

engaged in the operat£o

depending upon the natn

Quallty Assurance, NASA

ofa "talk throu£h" of

area, _nd a dry run of

, !ure._ for all equipment will be ineiu_ed in

;:,fety d:r,,ctives will be referenced and complied

prior to eonmlencing the _est to ensure s;_fe

of th," T,'st Project Engineer to brief all per-

st, _,r:o:" to participation, on all cautions a:uL

th,. :.r'(.edure.

tlpd ',,.:..- t.ical, the respons_b], :.,y-:..,-,..,;(',r

_.'t :_ :::_f,ly review of the ni,cruL[( . .' .).:L;

;,, prezrht t.o include not only l_.r:_t.;v'_,b.ctu:t_i:

a but a]:;n any others that may be reqn[r::d,

",' of the operation (Project Engineer, Safety,

Repr,,sentatives, etc.). The review si:a[[.,consist

• e opcr;Ltlon, a "walk through" inspection of the

.he operation by the personnel involved.

For the General Manai%er

W. S. Ford

Assistant General Mana6er

Florida Facility

-Trl i i ..... i i i |'ii
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LIST OF REFERENCES

The fallowing documents, referenced in the Ground Emergency Provisions. Panel Report, are con-

tained-in the AS - 204 Review Board permanent file:

REFERENCE

13-I The Apollo Crew Abbreviated Checklist SM 2A-03.SC012/CL, dated 23

January 1967.

13-2 The Apollo Operations Handbook, SM 2A-03-SC012, dated 12 November 1966,.
revised 30 November 1966.

13-3 The Apollo Flight Crew Hazardous Egress Procedures Manual, dated 1
November 1966, revised 7 November_1966.

13-4 Operational Checkout Procedure, OCP FO-K-021.S/C012/14, dated 13
December 1966, revised 24 January 1967.

13-5 Launch Vehicle Test Procedure 1.20015-SA 204, dated 18 January 1967,

revised 23 January 1967.

13-6 Space Vehicle Test Procedure 1-41001-204, dated 12 January 1967,
revised 23 January 1967.

13-7 KSC Management Instruction, KMI 1710.1, dated October 4, 1966, defining

KSC Safety Program.

ENCLOSURE 13-_15
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SECURITY OF OPERATIONS

A. TASK ASSIGNMENT

Tile Apollo 204 Review Board established tile Security Of Operations Pimel, 14. The task .assign-

ment by P_mel 14 was prescribed as follows:

This group shMl review existing security practices for adequacy, This includes such things as

access Control. pc,:onnel sign-in requirements, buddy systems, ba_5,kground investigation require-

ments, etc. They shall also make responsible recommend;ltiot_s to tile Board on _hanges tO existing

pra&ices.

B.. PANEL ORGANIZATION

1, MEMBERSHIP

The assigued t:lsk was acconwlishcd by tile follouing members o{ tile Security of Operations Panel'

Mr. Charles I,. Buck{c.v,,]r., Chairm:m, Kennedy Space Center (KSC), NASA

Mr. William,I. 1lortlel', J _,., Kctuledv S|-Jacc Cetltcr (KSC), NASA *

Nit'. Charles A. Buckcl, Xianned Spacecraft Center (MSC), NASA

Mr. Ilow;u'd G. ,Xlzlincs, ll¢;adtlU;U'lcrs, NA,%.\

Mr, S. Drake l"llis, M;trshall S|'J;tcc Flight (:titter (,XlSI'('), NASA

Mr. Robert W. (,,dries. l.cuis Rcsc;u'ch Ucntcr (l.el((:'_, NASA

l,t. (2ol. William 1)ttg:tn, U. S. :Xir l:orcc

2. COGNIZANT BOARD MI.,XIBI:,R:

Colonel Charles F. Strang, .U, S. Air .Force. Board Mcmbcr, was assigned to tnonitor the Security

of Operations Panel.

C. PROCEEDINGS

1. ill rOsponst' to thc-Bo,ud dircctivc of 1.'cl,ru,uy 1, I._67, the Panels' task wns outlined in detail, as

follows:

a. Condttct rcvic.u of p!tysic,iI sccurity |u',lcticcs ,It, Kt, tlncd,'_.' Sp,tcc Ccilter and other appropriate

locations supporting tilt, ini.,,sion. 'l'hls t't'vic',v wtndtt inclut[c, but would tlO! })e limited to, tile

following:

(1_ l.aut_xh (:onlplcx, including Idock{lousc, i)atl. ;mtt u'hitc rt)ollt, access control system before

and duritlg tilt" ,tct-idcllt.

(2) Sign-in [u'occttalres which wcrt' ill cfft't't tilt" i_crsons having access to various critical loca-

tions during tilt" pre.,wcitlcnt tiluc pcl'it_tl.

(3) Escort ['t't{llirCltlcttts th:tt _,,'¢CI'C ill t'flt't't ,It tilt" |.,ttltlt'h t]ottll_iex.

b. Ex,ulline the ¢'fforts of }_,lrtici|_lting N.X,N,\ tn,ul,lgctnent ;tilt{ scvurity organizatiol_ aimed toward

assuring tile intcgi'ity and relialfility of pt'Fst'HIs h.tvillg critic,d, acct'.,_ to key locations prior to and

dltring lilt"mission |_criotl.

2. The Panel prepared it tentative det.filcd schcduh" agenda .tnd cstalflished tuilestoncs for the Security.

Panel's dcliberatitnts ,lnlt activities.

3. 'l'tw Panel act'unullated pertinent luwk._rtulnd data. ,itwh .i,_ gu,trtl orders, ;tcct_.s It,Is, s.unples o|
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badges, back-ground documentation, etc., for use by the P_:nel upon its initial convening.

4. Attend_ J to ne_cssat2,' security administrative dklties in support of the Board and other Panels. These

reviews were conducted duriilg the couf?,c oi" the Pau('l d_libt_,rations, reviews, analyses and interviews

aimed toward detcrtiiiniftg whether a sccurity-rdat('d facto/" _'aused of,c0ntributed to the /Iccident.

5. A concurrent and detailed atxalysis of the goneral security posture pri6r to _ind at the time of the

accident was acc0tnplighcd. The plans for subsequent 0pcratiom arid tests were also re,iiewed.

6. The entire iSanel visittl, d I,aunch Ce'.nplex 34 (LC ',44) area for direct Observation of security posts,

iflcluditig observation of the /.'ightti adjustable level of tlic sctwice stCueturc, white footii, and spacecraft.

7. lnten, iews atxd discussions were c0ndttcted with reprcsetltativ('s of supen'isor$" and opt-r_ttional elements

of the KSC SecUrity Office and unifornwd security (guard) forces to establish:

a. The responsibility for (1) cgtablishing security principl_ and guideline_ and (2) nionitoring im-

pleincntatiotl.

b. The rcsponsibithy for implemctttation of principles and guidelines.

c,.The effectiveness of .the. matmgement, structural, atxd.communicatiom relatiomhips between the

KSC Security Office and thc implemettting organizations.

8. An analysis was conducted of the various principles and guidelines desigtwd to provide.physical

security and pcrsoritwl access control iuvoh'cd in Apollo minions and their implementation by the

tltliformcd sectn'ity f_.wccs.

g. Reviewed ,rod discussed thc KS(.: and ..kit" l,'orct" l?,astcrn Test ILmgc (AFI":I'R) regulations concerning

the "t'ontrolIcd :tt'c;l'" t_t't'st_tltlcl ,tt't't'gs ct_twcpt ,It (_;ll._C t'_t'llllcdv .kit" Force Station...\tmlyzed and. dis-

cussed the Nt_rth .\mr'rio,ill .\vi,ltit_tl. hw. (N.\.\_ illstructiotl conct, rnit_g the "coutrolled area" concept.

l t). Int£'rviewcd the KS(_ Scctu'itv ()frick" rctu'cscnt,tti_c c_mccvtfit_g tilt" conccpt and fum'tion of the access

cot'ttrols provided throttgh i,._c of the A.t, ollo _i,lturll t)per:ltiotls .\rca l'rrmit and the mechanics of

itttplcrtietltitlg the "'ctmtrollctl ,Irt'.l" t'olwt'|_t .It I.t: 34.

1 l. l",cvicwcd sccurit._,: pt_st rctluircluctlt.'_, |_ost ortlcrs, b;ttlgc ,lnd _wct'ss cotltrol sy.,,tcms for the arrival

,trill tltovt'tllcIIt of flight h01rd'_,ut" ,It (.:,lpc l';,elmcdv .rod IK.St:; thc KSC lnt|ltstrial Area location_, the

Astronaut (_ttitr:cts ,Hid. Suiting lto_uta at KS(:, tht" ..\_tzt_tl,ltlt \',Ill; at_d.l.(._ location,_ such as the main

g,ltc, the blt_ckI_ottst,.._:_d v.iritul_, _atuk h'v_.ls tff thc Spatc Vt'hiclc ,It thc i_atl

12. "lhc NASA tt'prcst'tlt,ltivc ill chargt" of the .\stttm,lut S_q_lt (.)tfict' at KS(. / (Astronaut Q itartcrs,

_uitiug RtK_III, t"_.t'.) '_,,l._ itltcrvic_rd t'OtlCCl'llitl_ ,|t't't°_S Ct_llt-t't_l_, COtlttt_[ OI thr .\st t'otlaut _'all; pUl'C[lasc,

h:lndling atltl prt'|mr.ltiotl of ,_stttm,_lat,," food tut_l_ fli._ht_; tWCUl_,ttion,d hr, thh cx,mlination._ o1" Support

t)fficc i_cl_otuwl tc.g slt.titl,_, t't_oks, ,,tt'_,wtls. t'tr.) kitt'hrt_ ,uld ill,ling htcilitirs; alld thr mvt_tigative

i_rogr,ltu ctmct'rtlitag thr Sul_l_ot'f t )ffltt' i_ctsotltlt'l ,|lid tilt' itll'ol'tlh|tit_tl t't'_ultitxg thcrcfrtanl.

114 The l',turl:

a. An,llvzcd tilt" \.\_.\ N.\ \ .\t,_11o I'rt.l,_tmch t l|_rt,tttotr_ I'rot'cdt|rt_ ctutcrrtliug access contrt_l or'

trst ,tlld ',Vtll'k ;l!C,l.'i

h, lt_tcl-vic_vcd tilt" N.\S.\ .\l,_ll_, '-_1| I'_'_t Su|wt-vi,_or rt_llcrt'nitL_ phv_i¢,d '_ccurit_ atld |_er._onncl
.tcc,_._ totltrols ,It I.(" '.11.

c. |tltcr_,'ic_,-cd tilt' N.\.\ |hill h',ldcr., ttlllt't't'l|lttl_ tilt" N.\:\ ._v'_,t¢'ltt (_1' ,Idlttitlislr,ttl_t' acc_ control

tl[ pt'r_tlllllC[ tt_ tilt' _i¢'l"%'ltC Mttl_tltlt' .,q;,wc_l,ttt '_otk ,ltt',t_, tltt'httlitlg the _vltitr l't_llt| ,Hid (.'.o|nlndnd

,_iodulc

d. Rrvie,,_t'd tilt" t:Ollllthltltl .\h_hth' |tlgl't'_._ [".k_lt'_,i I.,'_.l_ tthllllt0llltt'd lit" N.\..\ Itcrmltlnrl.

e. Itltcr_'ic_s..tu,dv_c_. .mti rcvir,,_,,, t'_t_thtt'trtl by lilt" l_,tttrl tit sh, ml,I he tl_tcd th,tt Panel li

IS ,l!.,O ttHtd',tt'lil_g ,Ill tltqttltt lit the, ,u'ra_ trth,, lid lh,'lt

(_) Ill _o-'|lt" t ,|,tf,i ill_lt_, tdtl._l_ t_,_'f" t'_hlHtt IlW tl,tlll,I, till hall Ill_l t %_"rt I,_Cd .t_ t-c,t,_ t'olttt't_l K,|IllI'¢I.
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entry to the spacecraft areas on the fifth, sixth, and seventh adjustable !evels;

(2) No "Off shift" log exists;
(3) The Command Module Ingress/Egress Log in some cases failed to reflect:

(a) the names of all individuals who entered the Command Module,

(b) whettxer 0t not equipment or tools were taken into the Command MOdule;

(c) that all eCtuipment oi" tools were taken c,tt Or otherwise disposed of;

(d) the time individuals it, gressed and, or egressed the Command Module;

(e) the authorization basis for individuals entering the Command Module;

(f) sufficiently legible writing to determine the identity of individuals entering the spacecraft.

14. An analysis was conducted of the investigative program which formed the basis for access to LC 34,.

A similar analysis was conducted of the system in effect at the MissiOn Control Center/H0uston_ An

inquiry was conducted tO verify the clearance and investigative status Of a representative sampling of

all persons who were at selected locations on the Launch Complex, in the Command MOdule, on the

eighth adjustable work level of the service structure, etc., prior to the accident. The Panel analyzed
the benefits which can reaSonably be expected to result from measures suggested in a letter of Decem-

ber 30, 1966, from NASA Office of Manned Space Flight (OMSF) to selected Apollo contractors,

emphasizing the need to be exceedingly selective in the placement of reliable and trustworthy persons
at the launch facility during the critical period immediately prior to launch. The analyses reflected the

degree to which ._ prior standard National Agency Check (NAC) investigation, was a reasonable pre-
caution in controlling unescorted access to the Launch Complex. In most cases, the standard NAC

relifA upon was the one which had been conducted in the processing of the individualYs industrial

security clearance for access to classified information. In these cases, the. results of the NAG were not
furnished to NASA. The last Government-conducted NAG investigation relied upon for access varied

from being current to in excess of ten years old. A sampling of such NAC's on individuals at LC 34

on the day of the accident established that a standard NAC is apparently not designed to include a

check of pertinent files of all appropriate Federal agencies. These agency files contain information, some
of which would be relevant in evaluating individual trnstworthiness and reliability.

15. Reviewed and analyzed the uniformed security' force's General guard orders.

16. Interviewed PAA Security policemen _s'ho performed security post duties at LC 34 to establish the

individual officer's comprehension and understanding, of his responsibilities, and the extent to which

actual performance matched assigned duties. Interviewed supervisory and patrolmen personnel concern,

ing their actions on the day" of the accident.

17. Reviewed discip:inary- action cases concerning uniformed security personnel resulting from minor

instances of nonco_nplianCe with their security post responsibilities at LC 34 in order to establish the

degree of discipline at the Launch Complex.

18. Representatives of the Federal Bureau of Investigation were interviewed concerning their prior in-

vestigations of various types of incidents (thefts, fraud, malicious damage to Government property) at

Cape Kennedy at,d KSC with emphasis on LC 34. "[hey were also interviewed regarding their par-

ticipation in the activities at [,C 34 immediately following the accident.

19. The Panel re_'iewed all statements taken .by the Witness Panel for any items having a security

implication.

20. An analysis was conducted of pertinent incident reports and daily log sheets (prior to a_d at the
time of the accident) maintained by the KS(: Patrol and the PA.\ Security Police

21. Rex, ie**-ed and discussed the NASA Headquarters Apollo Mission Failure Contingency Plan, and the

KSC Apollo /Saturn 1B Failure Investigation Plan.
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22. Discussed appro_t'hes to personnel security im'estigative program to be used in future Apollo missions.

D. FINDING AND DETERMINATIONS

1. FINDING

a. Tile KSC Security office:
(1) Developed Security principles and guidelines, concept for badge, access control systems, and

security post requirements, and furnished them to the uniformed security forces.

(2) Provided technical tlire_tion to the uniformed security forces and published physical and

persofmel security regulations, instructions, and notices.

(3) Developed security procedures for each Apollo mission and issued a security plan setting

forth prelauueh, test, and launch security requirements.

(4) Periodically inspected the uniformed security forces.

(.% Frequently sun'eyed the field and security post operations of the unlfonned security forces.
b. By contract, the uniformed security forces (PAA Security Police at Cape Kennedy, and the KSC

Patrol at Ketmedy Space Center) weri, responsible for the ituplemeutation of ,:'stablisht'd security

pr_uciplt_S and guidclitws,

1) ETERM IN,VI'It)N

The KSC Security Office adcqu,ltely established security principles arid guideliucs and effectively

motfitorcd implemt, ut,ltioil of same, Utfifot'ttied security forces properly itnplcmentcd these principles

aud guidclitws, The KSt: Srcuritv Office. in a timely fashion, effectively etnphasizrd with the uniformed .

security forces, thc import;mcr of tilt' forthcoinitlg .kp_)llo tuaimed tlli_,_lous.

2. FINDING

(liirrefit writteu ordct_ .were in exi,_tctwe for all established security po_ts related to the AS-204

mi_sitm. The ordet_ were [urnished to uniformed security forcc,s ill at timely mantter; The inteiwiews

alld ;m.dysis tff pcrtitwtat records rcvt';tled rio sigtfific,mt itistamccs reflecting a failure by uuifiu'tued

secttrity persoutlel tO coluply with their t_ost orders.

I) I"TI:I_, M ! N.VI'I (_N

Utfifortued siqwrvisory security prt_onm'l wrrc ktmwlrtlgrahlc ctmc,crtiitlg their.responsilfilitics. [.'ni-

fortncd security' voliccnwo undet_tood thrir dutics ,rod |wrforuwd satisfactorily. Oper:ltioual security

reqttirctiwtlts plac?d oll P.\.\ _t'l't ° timcly ,ttttl .tdt'qtmte. Srcuritv post orders _vet'c realistic and adequate.

3. I"iNI_ING

KSt__ Security persotmrl .llid of utfifortm'd srcu'.'ity persotmel wen" assigned to all locations rc_quiring

r,.tfrgtmrding tur.tsures, itwluding l,attuch Vehicle" stage_ and spacet'raft from the time of arrival at KSC
Io time of the accitlciat

IW'I'I'_R.M IN.\T It iN

The uumhcr t,[ KS(_ S.rcuritv in't_otmel aud utfifoi'tuetl sccuritv pcr_mtwl utilited was adt_quate.

4. I:INI)IN_;

Apollo l'rcflight t'lprration._ l'rt_:edurr._ I,.\I'()P_ 0-201, dated October 17. l.qllti, and ,lanuat 3' 24.
19h?. concrtuiug access ¢tmtn_l of tt_t .rod _ork areas, required, that: (l) access controls to s|mcocraft

work areas I)c exercised by the coittractor; (2_ the contractor tuaitttaitl a log tif .ill per.,auinel permitted

dccess duritlg '*off-shift" mm-_ork periods, i'.1_ thr contractor cotltrol (_otllm,Hl,t .Module ingress-egr_s.

and in,tint.fin :i log cotwrruing s,mW.

!)I': I'I'_R M IN.'I l'lt )N

The lli'lwedlli'l_ erit.ihh_hl'll ill thr .%Pill' _iei'r not Gilkmed ill that; 11_, !he eolitr,li'tor f,lili_d to
fll_r¢lte :lill_tillilll" ,It't't'_l_ i'tllllltll'_ till lhe liftll, ,_iMli. ,lllll ,,cV_'lilh tli,wcit'l.l[I Icicl,% (21 ihr Cilllli',li'tOl'.

f,ulrll ill Ilhlilll.llli .Ill "'olf _hifi" log. Iil_ thr (]Oillln.lllil .%li_lulr inl4rl_i-_ el_lC.'kl Io!4 tv,i_ iil,idequatrlv

t
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